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FULL CIRCLE
by Michael W. Betz
Through my window
Over housetops and treetops
I can see the sun touching the warm earth
And blazing its daily farewell.
Now it is gone
And I sit alone,
Remembering, thinking, wondering
About myself, and my own world
How it once revolved about me alone
How it faced always the center
Content within itself.
Then you entered my world
Made me only one half
I became we
Me became us
Mine became ours
And I discovered that a whispered we
Cries louder than my shouted name
The room is dark now
The winddw is black
The darkness comforts my eyes
And I wait for you alone.

THE PILGRIM'S REGRESS
by Rhonda Lehr
The Pilgrim's Regress by the late Professor
C.S. Lewis is an allegory based on Lewis's
life until shortly after his conversion to Chris
tianity. Written on much the same plan as Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress, it follows the life
of John, a native of Puritania, a land ruled by
the powerful and much-feared Landlord. Frus
trated because he cannot keep the demanding
rules of the Landlord, John leaves Puritania
in quest of an island, a glimpse of which has
given him much happiness. John represents
Lewis as he spent the early part of his life
searching for what he termed joy or intense
longing. The Landlord represents God. The char
acters and places found in The Pilgrim's Regress
are symbolic of the people, philosophies, and
emotions encountered by Lewis in his search.

but because he was too happy to move.
'There is no Landlord,' he cried. Such
a weight had been lifted from his
mind that he felt he could fly. He
laughed when he thought of the old
card of rules hung over his bed in the
bedroom, so low and dark, in his fa
ther's house. 'There is no Landlord!'
(p. 38).
The headline at this point says, "He abandons
his religion with profound relief" (p. 38). This
is symbolic of the time in Lewis's life when he
rejected all he had been taught as a child about
religion and turned to Atheism.
Lewis's clever use of names, found also in
his books for children about Narnia, is part of
his style in The Pilgrim's Regress. The names
used characterize the ones to whom they belong.
Mr, Vertue is conscience, an armour-clad wo
man named Reason represents common sense.
Besides giving names to philosophies, Lewis
brings in the names of men known for the par
ticular ideas they hold. A man named Sigismund, unusually like Sigmund, Freud's first
name, speaks to John of wish-fulfillment when
he says about the Landlord, "It is clearly one
more of the things people wish to believe"
(p. 59). The philosophers Marx, Spencer, Steiner,
and Kant are named as children of Mr. Wisdom.

About the autobiographical element of the
story Lewis says, ". . . you must not assume
that everything in the book is autobiographical.
I was attempting to generalise, not to tell
people about my own life" (p. 14). It is inter
esting, however, to observe the close parallel
between The Pilgrim's Regress and Surprised
by Joy, Lewis's book relating the events lead
ing to his conversion. Both describe their pro
tagonist's progressions from Realism, Idealism,
Pantheism, and Theism to Christianity in much
the same manner.
Lewis's allegory is rather difficult to under
stand, particularly for the person who knows
little about the people and events that shaped
Lewis's thinking. Since Lewis himself found
this to be the case, he, years after writing The
Pilgrim's Regress, added "running headlines"
to the meaning of the symbolism.

Lewis's use of poetry shows that his tal
ents extendi beyond the borders of prose-writing.
The words of a poem spoken by John reveal
how he feels when he finds himself caught by
the Landlord:
You rest upon me all my days
The inevitable Eye,
Dreadful and undeflected as the blaze
Of some Arabian sky;

As John travels, he meets with many un
usual people, including Mr. Enlightenment of
the city of Claptrap. After spending a short
time with Mr. Enlightenment, who tells him,
much to his great relief, that there is no Land
lord, John leaves Claptrap. The narrator de
scribes the effect Mr. Enlightenment's state

But you have seized all in your rage
Of Oneness. Round about,
Beating my wings, all ways, within
your cage,
I flutter, but not out. (pp. 147-148)

ment has on John:

The Pilgrim's Regress is an excellent book
for the person interested in an insight into the
reasons man uses to remain apart from God, and
the processes God uses to bring man into His
divine will.

Then I saw John bounding forward
on his road so lightly that before he
knew it, he had come to the top of a
little hill. It was not because the hill
had tired him that he stopped there,
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COMPARISON OF "DOVER BEACH" AND "A FAREWELL TO ARMS"
by Gayle

be impossible in such a bleak universe, but Ar
nold finds that love between man and woman,

"Dover Beach" and A Farewell to Arms reflect
a similarity of certain ideas held by their respec
tive authors-Matthew Arnold and Ernest Heming

rather than the formerly existing love between
God and man, can give existence its only mean
ing. "Ah, love, let us be true to one another!"
This conclusion is precisely the one Hemingway
also reaches. Christianity cannot answer the
needs of Frederick Henry. The priest, who is
"good but dull" serves as a kind of buffoon for
the Italian officers. So it is that Henry turns to
Catherine, not God, for solace and purpose. To
gether they stand against the world: "Because
there's only us two and in the world there's all
the rest of them. If anything comes between us
we're gone and then they have us."

way. Both men see life as "the turbid ebb and
flow/Of human misery." In both works, Christian
ity offers no comfort, but the love between man
and woman appears to give meaning and light to
an otherwise wretched existence. And finally,
both men exhibit a kindred view of war.
Arnold feels that on the surface, beauty and
wonder seem to fill all of life; however, in reality
life is a harsh and brutal wasteland which de
nies all of man's psychological, spiritual, and
even physical needs:

The final similarity of ideas found in "Dover
Beach" and A Farewell to Arms is the treatment
of war. Arnold compares his situation in life to
being on "a darkling plain" where opposing ar
mies are met in battle. War is a very chaotic
state "swept with confused alarms of struggle
and flight." Viewing those engaged in battle
as "ignorant," Arnold obviously sees war as
senseless destruction. Hemingway, too, feels
that war is a stupid, wasted effort. Even though
Frederick Henry voluntarily joins the Italian am
bulance corps, he soon
sickens of the endless
battles and the apparent impossibility of victory.
Agreeing with the others that "there is nothing
worse than war," Henry simply makes "a sep
arate peace,": "It was no point of honor. I was
not against them. I was through. I wished them
all luck. . . it was not my show any more. . ."
Thus, Henry reaches the same conclusion about
war that Arnold expresses in the closing lines
of "Dover Beach"-that war is a chaotic exercise
engaged in only by the ignorant.

. . . f o r t h e world, w h i c h s e e m s
To lie before us like a land of dreams
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain. .
Hemingway shares this pessimistic
extends it. For Hemingway, there is
strous force operative in life which
destroying all human beings. Thus,
frightening game ending in nothing
wakeless death:
Now Catherine would die.

illis

view but
some mon
is bent on
life is a
more than

That was

what you did. You died. You did not
know what it was about. You never
had time to learn.
They threw you
in and told you the rules and the first
time they caught you off base they
killed you. Or they killed you gra
tuitously like Aymo. Or gave you
syphilis like Rinaldi. But they killed
you in the end. You could count on
that. Stay around and they would
kill you.
Neither man finds hope in Christianity, the
traditional source of succor for the adversities
of life. Arnold points out that religion was once

In "Dover Beach" and A Farewell to Arms,
then, one sees concordant views of life, an agreement upon turning from God to man (the manwoman relationship) to give life validity, and
similar attitudes toward war. Perhaps it is a cer
tain kinship of great minds which brings about
such a unison of thought from two men divided

the answer, but now "the Sea of Faith. . . (is)
retreating, to the breath/Of the night-wind, down
the vast edges drear/And naked shingles of the
world." God has retired and left man to fend for
himself in a hopeless situation. Living would

by more than a century of time.
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Hoy
volare encima
de esta prision.
Hoy
hallare la paz
que anhelaba.
Hoy
buscare' gozo
en las flores.
%*

Hoy
llegara la
Primavera.

iPorque?
Viento, iporque silbas con esa alegrfa al besar los arboles?
Sol, i porqu^ sonrfes tan pacifico cuando despiertas?
Mar,,;porque no te cansas de jugar en la playa?
Alma,iporque no tienes ese mismo cmimo?
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A PATHOLOGICAL STUDY
by Dan Keller

Over one hundred years ago, during the
"formative" years of our young democracy,
Alexis de Tocqueville, the noted French his
torian, in observing the homogeneity of our
republic sagely asserted,
. . if left to their
own devices, Americans would naturally veer
away from the individualism of their forefa
thers." The Frenchman further contended that

though more subtly expressed, this demon of
intolerance is at work. It can be seen in the
eyes of the doorman at that exclusive New
York restaurant which ask: "What are you do
ing here, nigger?" It can be seen in that pseudochurch which chants "save that soul" but which
judges its members by those litmus paper in
dicators of "I don't drink; I don't smoke; I
don't dance."

this homogeneity, which is the result of un
enlightened equality, is brutally intolerant to
that which, in any way, deviates from the norm,
De Tocquevi lie's thoughts seem tragically
prophetic.

Remarkably, this same spirit, over 23 cen
turies earlier, prompted Meletus' impassioned
plea to the Athenians: "Socrates has ideas
too radical for this city. He is a doer of evil
and he corrupts the youth; he does not believe
in the gods of the State, but has other new
divinities of his own." And so, the beat goes
on.

In June, James Meredith was wounded by
a shotgun blast in Mississippi while leading
a march designed to encourage Negroes of
that state to register to vote. Similarly, peace
demonstrators in Chicago were brutally attacked
by a group of "intolerant" by-standers; and a
west coast "hippie" was savagely murdered
by a group of high school students for apparent
ly no reason. Ironically, his motto for life was
"Make Love; Not War."

Yet, one question remains. How do we as
concerned Americans extricate ourselves from
our own thought processes in such a way as
to be able to identify this so-called "mean of
intolerance" in our own experience. I think
its symptoms are basically two-fold. First, it
views its environment totally in terms of blackand-white. That is, a particular phenomenon is
either all right or all wrong. For example, the
decision of the Supreme Court in the "Murray
decision" was bad because prayer is good.
Second, it seems to be totally permeated by
some inexplicable "conformity neurosis." This,
in turn, is the species of sickness which exists
when an entire neighborhood calmly watches
the brutal murder of an old man for "fear of
getting involved."

Admittedly, our examples are isolated
and perhaps trivial. Nevertheless a pervasive
truth remains. That is, a pathogenic "mean of
intolerance" has become intricately entwined
in the mainstream of American thought! It may
be the result of urbanization or overexposure
to the constant bombardment of mass tech
nology. Whatever the cause, the phenomenon
itself is an unavoidable reality.
Its external manifestations are perhaps
most openly expressed in the political arena.
Hence, it becomes political suicide for a South
ern Democrat to acknowledge justice in openhousing or, indeed, treasonous for a Northern^
liberal to take a "dove-like" stand on Viet
Nam. Also in the social and religious realms,t

As a result, the "hippie" is ostracized;
the homosexual is condemned; and the out
sider is ignored. The individual is lost in the
darkness of his non-identity while bathing in
the holy waters of conformity. Wake up America
before you lose your soul.
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THE LION, THE WITCH, AND THE WARDROBE
and PRINCE CASPIAN - A REVIEW
by Becky Beth Wilcox

The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe and j
Prince Caspian were the first books of the seven
in the Narnia Series to appear. They provide a
pattern the other five follow to some extent, yet
all seven contain different adventures, each one
of them exciting and interesting. These stories,
children's literature despite all the hidden mean
ings in them, tell a tale of the land of Narnia,
the land of talking trees, fabled animals, childmonarchs, and most of all, the land of Asian, the
majestic lion. Entrance from our world to this
one can be gained from almost any point, never
the same one twice. In The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe, the children find Narnia through
the back of an old wardrobe; in Prince Caspian,
they enter from a train.

Lewis' imagination also includes many of the
fancies children enjoy. Narnia, first of all, is a
land different in many ways from the everyday
world most people inhabit. It is a land mostly
for children and their special adult friends. The
citizens of this land are some of the mythical
creatures most children hear about from fairy
tales — an evil witch, centaurs, fauns, giants,
dwarfs, flying horses, satyrs, naiads, and the
lovely, graceful spirits of trees all populate
this country. In addition to all these are the talk
ing animals that live in well-furnished houses,
cook food that children know about and like, and
wear clothes. As if any additional touch of imagi
nation were needed, Lewis provides kings and
queens, chivalrous, glamorous, and courtly, to
serve as rulers of Narnia.

Only through the wonder-full, childlike imagi
nation of C. S. Lewis could Narnia be possible.
He has created it, peopled it with strange beings,
and allowed Earthlings to visit it. Also, because
of the work he has done as a lay theologian, he
can handle all the spiritual implications with
which he infuses these books, while at the same
time, because of his literary background, making
them thrillingly and plausibly interesting. This
combination of imagination, skill, and knowledge
ensures the fulfillment of Lewis' purpose in writ
ing the Narnia Series — to provide wholesome,
interesting, and instructive books for children.

But Lewis also shows in these works his
practicality and his knowledge of the abilities
as well as the fancies of children. The vocabu
lary used in the books is simple enough that
most children of school age or some even younger
can grasp their plots. Care is also taken to keep
the dialogues traceable by frequently giving each
speaker's name with his speech. This technique
enables the young readers to keep the characters
sorted out in their minds.
Another characteristic that makes these
books appealing to children is the practical les
sons they contain. They are cleverly enough con
cealed to make a child feel he has been per
ceptive indeed when he discovers them, but not
so deeply enmeshed in symbolism that most child
ren cannot understand them. In the beginning of
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, when Lucy,
the youngest of the four children in the story,
enters Narnia for the first time and returns to
tell the others of her adventure, they refuse to
believe her. This creates tension, hurt feelings,
and quarrels. Thus Lewis tries to teach at the
at the same time both the value of telling the
truth -- Lucy is proved right eventually - and
the fact that the truth is not always believed

I feel that Lewis' chief aid in accomplishing
his purpose is his highly-developed brand of
imagination. It is refined to such a rare degree
that it can be mixed with enough reality and
practicality to keep incurable romantics like
me from staying in his delightful land of fantasy
and make-believe. He brings us back to earth
in a most refreshing manner. For example, at
the conclusion of the captivating experience of
putting Prince Caspian on his rightful throne as
King of Narnia, which adventure included many
fanciful escapades, Edmund, one of the four main
characters, remarks, "Bother! I've left my new
torch in Narnia." (Page 186)
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immediately by those who hear it. He also shows
the futility of quarreling. When Edmund, in the
same book, is forced to apologize for his attitude
toward Lucy's story, Lewis shows how quarrels
can be resolved. All these lessons are ones that
deal directly with every child's life and can be
quite easily understood by anyone.

these seemingly conflicting emotions. Lewis
further shows how it is in the nature of God to
command obedience. At one point in Prince Cas
pian, the children are endeavoring to reach a
place of safety while trying to elude enemy for
ces. As they debate the comparative merits of
several routes. Lucy tells them she has seen a
glimpse of Asian, who commands them to follow
Him to safety. This advice relayed to the group
demonstrates faith in action. The others, not hav
ing seen the Lion, overrule her pleas in favor of
their own way. Lucy, afraid of ridicule, agrees
to go with them. This shows crippling doubt on
the part of some, and a lack of determination to
follow God on the part of others. Both of these
errors can cause trouble, as experienced by this
little group of representative Christians. In pur
suing their chosen way, they encounter the enemy
and but narrowly escape. Lucy again is entrusted
with a look at Asian and commanded to lead the
others as she follows the Lion, even though they
may not be able to see Him. Some Christians to
day are more receptive to God's guidance than
others and so are charged with leading them as
they in turn follow the Way. As their eyes have
been blinded by their self-will and self-depend
ence, it is some time before the sight of the other
children clears enough to see Asian. But they
immediately repent when they see Him and un
derstand how He tried to lead them to safety.
Asian forgives them, demonstrating again how
it is God's nature to love us enough to give us
a second chance to follow Him and gain deliver
ance, These attributes of Asian, to lead them
out of trouble, to persist in seeking their co
operation, and to forgive them for their failure
to give instant obedience, as well as to reprove
the recalcitrant children so they would obey more
readily in the future are shown in Scripture to be
faithful reflections of God's nature.

Lewis, however, does not stop teaching with
lessons about this life. As a man accustomed to
dealing with theology, he also gives lessons in
spiritual matters. These Narnia stories may be
looked upon as allegories of the Christian life.
In this context Narnia represents the Kingdom of
Heaven, while the lion Asian is the symbol for
God. The fact that it is only children who enter
Narnia in these two books illustrates the law
Christ laid down when He said in Matthew 18:3,
"Except ye. . . become as little children,ye shall
not enter into the kingdom of heaven." That the
children ruled Narnia as kings and queens ful
fills the promise of Christ that we shall be made
co-rulers with Him. The White Witch, on the other
hand, represents the forces of Satan.
Much of the action of these books, as well
as many of their characters and their roles, con
cerns Christianity and its opposition. The way
the White Witch tempted Edmund to obey her evil
commands by promising to give him all the Turk
ish Delight he wanted shows how Satan can win
some people to himself through the desires of
the flesh. The way she failed so miserably to
keep her promise is a good parallel to the way
Satan keeps all good from us when he finds he
has control over us. Asian's sacrifice of Him
self to deliver Edmund from the Witch, of course,
explains very simply but very clearly how and
why Christ died for us. Asian's resurrection and
the splitting of the Stone Table on which He was
slain and which symbolized the old curse under
which the people had lived also mirror what we
read in the Gospels concerning the results of
Christ's crucifixion.

I would recommend these books to anyone of
any age. Even though children may miss most, if
not all, of the spiritual symbolism, there is much
more to be gained from reading the stories. Even
adults can profit from their spiritual implications,
as well as enjoy the simple, practical lessons
Lewis has to teach.

Asian's power and majesty, His ability to
be both terrible and good, frightening and com
forting, can teach us much about the nature of
God. Lewis explains in a very dramatic way how
children can learn to both love and fear God,
while Asian demonstrates how God can inspire
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Wood and Glue
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Nancy Sonnenberg

HOMMAGE TO E. D.
FROM
AILEIME PEE VET

1

I'm somebody. Who are you?
Are you somebody too?
At least, that's two of us, then,
Who'll see this poem through.
How trying to be nobody!
How painful to the ego
To live in anonymity
And perish incognito!

2
I'll tell you how the sun set,
If you can stand the whimsy,
The absent orb unloosed her stays
And didn't close the window.
For such divine ineptitude
The gossip ran like Furies.
The Star implored the Earth that he'd
Swallow her down like Korah.
The ragged dark advanced unmoved;
The frantic swallows scattered.
"This is the end," I muttered low.
As if it really mattered.
--C.D.
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PLEASE LET ME LOVE YOU

by Steve Young

ON QUIET APRIL NIGHTS
I want to love,
by Robert Whitehead
You, her, him,
On quiet April nights I often find

Anyone,

A long stilled lover singing in my mind

Everyone.

The songs she years ago had softly sung,

I need to love,

When love, and I, and all of life were young.

To share.
To give.

Her haunting voice recalls a long past night
When stars spun fragile webs of crystal light
About the silent moon as it climbed high,

I have love to give
Because I have received so much.
Ready to burst,

A silver swallow soaring through the sky.

Like an over-inflated soap bubble
I need an orifice.

Far below, beneath the whispering trees,

I cannot love anyone.

My love and I drank a bloom-stained breeze
And lay together, wrapped in grass and wind,
Believing love and night would never end.

On quiet April nights I often find
A long stilled lover singing in my mindThus in change find the only truth,
And know the harshest lie of love is youth.
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So I must love everyone.

THE SEARCH FOR SELF
by Arlene Kovalska
there of any other source of interest. . ." Brydon
becomes obsessed with his desire to discover his
alter ego. Only his search becomes real, all the
rest is "mere surface sound . . . ."

Spencer Brydon, the protagonist of Henry
James' short story "The Jolly Corner," is com
pletely self-centered, as he admits in the first
paragraph, "my thoughts (are) almost altogether
about something that concerns only myself."
James says of Brydon, "as for that matter of his
'thinking' .... It was mere vain egoism." Bry
don's egoism is further illustrated by his treat
ment of Miss Alice Staverton; he seems to reap
all the benefits from the friendship without con
tributing much to the relationship himself. Al
though Alice loves him, she is not blinded to
Spencer's major flaw, as she reveals when she
says, "You don't care for anything but yourself."
Although Brydon is totally self-centered, he is
not completely satisfied with himself. James
makes Brydon's subsequent search for his alter
ego illustrative of man's search for the real self
that lies hidden behind closed doors along the
dark passageways of the personality.

He projected himself all day, in
thought, straight over the bristling
lines of hard unconscious heads
and into the other, the real, the
waiting life, the life, that, as
soon as he had heard behind him
the click of his great house door,
began for him on the jolly cor
ner . . . .
Atfirst, however, Brydon is still too involved
with himself to be sensitive to his alter ego. He
fancies himself to resemble "some monstrous
stealthy cat; . . . with large shining yellow eyes,
and (wonders) what it mightn't verily be, for the
poor, hard-pressed alter ego, to be confronted
with such a type." His preoccupation with self
is obscuring his perception of his alter ego. As
he continues his nightly searches, Brydon be
comes steadily more detached from the real world;
the "hard silver of the autumn stars" and the
street-lamps emphasize his "coldly general and
impersonal" mood.

Brydon reveals his dissatisfaction with him
self early in the story. Although he is only fiftysix, Brydon finds himself feeling at times that
he has "lived longer than is allotted to man."
Brydon left his home on "the jolly corner" to
go to Europe when he was a young man; he says,
"I had then a strange alter ego deep down some
where . . . and that I just took the course, I just
transferred him to the climate that blighted him
for once and for ever." Brydon feels that he has
wasted the best years of his life and smothered
his alter ego during the time he spent in Europe.
He tells Alice, "I've followed strange paths and
worshipped strange gods ... I was leading at
any time these thirty years, a selfish frivolous
scandalous life. And you see what it has made
of me. There is little that Brydon has to show
for the thirty years he has spent abroad, either
materially or personally. Brydon is "a dim second
ary social success .... It was all mere surface
sound." Since he is not ready to return Alice's
love, Brydon can only cling to the ideal which
he has built around his alter ego and the success
he could have been if he had not left the "jollv
corner." The discovery of this dream becomes
an obsession with Brydon: "He (finds) all things
come back to the question of what he personally
might have been .... he (affirms) the impotence

Sometimes, however, he seems to hesitate
in the search, "stepping back into shelter or
shade, (or) effacing himself behind a door." Per
haps these sudden maneuvers reflect Brydon's
growing realization of the seriousness of his
search. One night, Brydon realizes that he is no
longer the pursuer, but the pursued. He feels
he is "being definitely followed, tracked at a
distance carefully taken
He (is) kept in
sight while remaining himself—as regards tne
essence of his position-sightless . . . ." Brydon
is so far involved that, even though he is no long
er in control of the hunt and is, in fact, the hunt
ed, he cannot withdraw. He has pressed the hunt
so far that the alter ego has turned, like a cor
nered beast, and has taken the offensive: "he's
(the alter ego) the fanged or the antlered animal
brought at last to bay." Brydon now has little
choice but to face the cornered beast and to take
the consequences. The room becomes lighter, in
dicating that a new revelation is coming. Brydon
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he recoils in horror as the apparition reveals
its face. "The face, that face, ... he (searches)
it still, but (looks) away from it in dismay and
denial . . . ." Although he consciously denies any
relation to the apparition, the realization of its
identity must be growing in Brydon's sub-con
scious, for he finds himself "falling straight
from his height of sublimity," and he loses con
sciousness.

soon comes to a suite of three rooms, "but there
(is) a fourth, beyond them, without issue save
through the preceding." Brydon has penetrated
to the heart of the search: "he (has) come into
sight of the door in which the brief chain of com
munication ended." Although Brydon is sure that
he has left the door to this inner room open on
his previous trip through the house, the door is
now shut. Brydon faces a great conflict as he
stands before the shut door; to have come this
far and not to act seems almost unthinkable, but
Brydon has also come to realize "the value of
Discretion." He believes that the closed door
is "an act of mercy." At this point, Brydon prob
ably regrets the obsession which has led him to
a closed door, and gives the anguished cry, "So
rest for ever—and let me!" Fleeing from the mena
cing presence behind the closed door, Brydon
now longs for the real world which he has re
jected in his search. He goes to the window and
watches "as for some conforting common fact,
some vulgar human note, the passage of a scav
enger or thief, some night-bird however base."
He rejects the house which has symbolized for
him the realization of his dream; "the builders,
the destroyers— they might come as soon as they
would."

It is love which saves Brydon from the depths
of despair to which he has fallen. As he regains
consciousness, Brydon is aware of Alice's "ten
derness of support." Alice knows both what Bry
don is and what he might become, and yet she
loves him in spite of his imperfections. Her love
has brought Brydon back from his swoon to con
sciousness. Her love has given Brydon a reason
to live. He says to Alice, "You brought me liter
ally to life." Alice not only brings Brydon back
to consciousness, but she also helps him to face
reality and to accept it. Brydon has had to face
the "cold dim dawn," but he at first denies any
connection with the "black stranger." The day
of reality has dawned, however, no matter how
dimly, and Alice helps to make the reality ac
ceptable to Brydon. Alice reveals to Brydon that
she, too, has seen the "black stranger." How
ever, the stranger is no horror to Alice, for she
has accepted him. She pities the "black strang
er," but Brydon refuses to accept it at first and
wails, "He (alter ego) didn't come to me." Alice
wisely replies, "You came to yourself," Perhaps
it is Alice's pity for the stranger which first
causes Brydon to begin to accept the image of
his real self. "He (ego) has been unhappy; he
has been ravaged," Alice says. Brydon replies,
"And haven't I been unhappy, Am not I— you've
only to look at me!- ravaged?" As the physical
characteristics link him with the "black strang
er," "Brydon (winces - either) for his proved
identity or for his lost fingers." "He has a mil
lion a year," he lucidly adds. "But he hasn't
you." However, by the time that Brydon accepts
the identity of the apparition, he is no longer
the "black stranger," for love has changed him
to resemble the alter ego which he once sought
in the shadows of the house. "And he (the "black
stranger") isn't- no, he isn't- you!" Alice mur
murs.

However, Brydon has set in motion an inex
orable chain reaction, and he cannot escape. Even
as he descends the stairs to leave the house,
Brydon is not really escaping, nor is he immune,
as he believes. James instead represents him as
descending— not to freedom- but to the "bottom
of the sea." As Brydon approaches the great hall
door to make his escape, he finds that, instead
of being securely shut, it is standing open. In
the course of his search, Brydon has forced open
doors and has disclosed scenes which he would
have preferred to avoid. Ironically, as he ap
proaches the great door, Brydon is not escaping
from the realization of what he might have been,
but is coming face-to-face with the revelation of
what he is. The figure (the ego) which is revealed
in the open door is "something all unnatural and
dreadful, but to advance upon which (is) the con
dition for (Brydon) either of liberation or of su
preme defeat." The figure—with its evening-dress,
grizzled hair, two finger stumps, and ruined eye
sight- bears a close resemblance to Brydon, but
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The initial inspiration for "Remnants" was a
deserted fairground through which a friend and
/ rambled on a summer afternoon. During this
time / remembered that fairs date from medieval
times in England, and upon reflection, / noted
that fairs are much the same today. Therefore,
/ considered the tradition of the fair and its per
ennial aspects appropriate poetic vehicles for
universality, which "Remnants" conveys.
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REMNANTS
by Sheila Solomon
The lifeless, paling grass is pied with white
Of geometric forms. Each form, its foe,
Is now a crumpled shroud, for each conceals
The blades deprived of light and driven down
By man, but future fellows nurture still
In marshes formed by rain upon the earth.
Ravines still trace the entrance of the throng
Who left the remnants on the paling green.
Within each trace is yet one more, of wheels,
The forbears present in each recent trace,
Recalling former times and means and lands.
Where tents once stood each stake has left a trace
Cylindrical, a vacant grave for what
Is gone, and more shall never be in this
Dimension. Footprints mark the path of throngs
Who trod the grounds and left the traces like
The double wheels of past and present times.
The marks of bovine hooves imprint the earth
Where silence mourns their fate; betrayal by
The Master-Judas leading them from life
Of ease to death,from substance hard to shade.
Along the path remaining straw yet stripes
The route of their sad sojourn out of time.
Among the marshes sparse, small coins lie where
Some hapless children lost them when they deemed
A flashing fancy more than worthy gold;
They, turning from the impulse to their sense,
Regretted losing tender not regained.
Beyond the grounds a prism blazes hues
From many-colored panes of glass. The orb,
An earring purchased by a swain, once graced
A maid until the lover's careless hand
Disjoined it from her ear. Alone it lies,
Bereft of mate, a remnant of the past.
Arising from the marsh a broken dish
Deserted by a housewife gleams afar.
A useless vessel, vacant and alone.
It sends its fragments to its source, the earth.
Along the winding path now tread unseen
The spirits, forbears of the present throng,
As silent echoes ring with laughter, jests,
And shrieks of fishwives vying for a prize.
The forbears, those whose feet once roamed the grounds
Of fairs when Britons spoke the Mercian tongue,
Yet lurk in every form the throng forsook,
For all are now the remnants of the past.
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0 WASP. WHERE IS THY STING?
by Joann Neuroth
I am a white, Anglo-Saxon proiestant--a
WASP. Now you know all about me. You know
that I am a racist; the Kerner Commission re
port told you that. You know that I am guilty;
Stokely Carmichael makes that plain. You know
that I am a potential murderer; Floyd McKissick
has predicted that white America may "commit
mass genocide against 22 million black people."
You know that I am afraid, defensive, and that I
cling desperately to maintaining the status quo.
You know that I am apathetic, indifferent, insensi
tive, ignorant . . .
But do you rea I ly know me?
The WASP stereotype cannot express, for
instance, the rejection I feel when black leaders
tell me my "idealistic sympathies" are not want
ed. Nor does the label express the confusion and
bewilderment I feel when I am asked to reject
my value system overnight and am given nothing
with which to replace it. The WASP image doesn't
include the resentment I feel when I realize that
I am being motivated to "like" every black per
son I meet just so that I can feel "tolerant."
Nor does the epithet communicate how frustrated
and defensive I feel when I am told that l--who
had no more influence on the last three hundred
years of history than did my black accuser—am
somehow personally responsible for the plight
of the Negro race today. Neither does the title
"WASP" suggest the anguish and despair I feel
both when I see fellow human beings denied the
right to basic dignity and when I see what vio
lence and hate can do to the America I love and
believe in.
No, you can't know all about me from a label.
Because I am different from any other WASP. No
other WASP had my parents, my relatives, my
friends, my teachers. No other WASP read all the
same books, heard all the same sermons, thought
all the same thoughts. And as a result, no other
WASP is quite the same amalgam of influences,
experiences, opinions, and attitudes that / am.
And no label can accurately describe all of my
feelings.
At this point, in fact, I am not sure if even
I understand all of my feelings. They are some
times contradictory and inconsistent; they are
often confusing and bewildering. I resent being
stereotyped, for example, but at the same time, I
suspect that the stereotype may contain more
truth than I know—or am willing to admit. I try to
be openminded and unprejudiced, but I am afraid
that all I have done is to exchange overt, identi
fiable biases for subtler, more ingrained and un

conscious ones. I struggle to comprehend the full
contrast between white and black frames of refererence—how I see myself and society as opposed
to how a black man sees it—but at the same time,
I don't see how one can detach himself from his
own point of view. I am torn between a real desire
to see society change and the inability as an
individual to know how to change an institution.
Let me try to explain these four feelings to you
more fully-to express some of the problems, the
dilemmas, and the frustrations I feel in my role
as a WASP in today's racial crisis.
First of all,because I am a unique individual,
I rebel when someone predicts a reaction, as
sumes a response, or generalizes a characteristic
about me on the basis that I am a WASP. I get
as tired of hearing "White America thinks . . "
and "American youth are . . ." as I do of hearing
"Negroes feel . . ." and "Black people are . . ."
I revolt at the prospect of being forced into the
role of the heavy; I resent being sterotyped!
On the other hand, I can't deny that I am
influenced by the fact that I am a WASP: my opinions, my attitudes, my point of view were
formed by that peculiar set of influences and
conditions I described earlier. And while those
experiences are unique and distinct from any
other WASP's, they are undeniably white, AngloSaxon, protestant, and middle-class. It is im
possible to separate my identity from my view
point.
The tension between these two feelings is
the root of one of my biggest frustrations as a
WASP. On one hand, I am constantly discovering
how thoroughly my WASP background pervades
my thinking. But at the same time, I resent being
relegated to the role of the unenlightened tyrant
by everyone who puts pen to paper or mouth to
microphone. I can't help my background-all I
can possibly do is to try to discover and elimi
nate or compensate for my prejudice. And I am
trying—sincerely—to replace ingrained, uncon
scious biases with rational, intelligent attitudes.
Must I then do penance for 300 years of guilt?
Frankly, I find it somewhat difficult to conjure up
genuine remorse when I am trying my best to re
ject and correct my unjustifiable WASP attitudes
as fast as I can identify them.
And right at this point lies the second of my
major frustrations: identifying my hang-ups. My
racist attitudes are buried deep in facades of ra
tionality and logic. They are subtle and elusive
and therefore much more impenetrable than a con
scious attitude.

For instance, I tend to think of the ideal
racial situation as one in which all Negroes would
be perfectly integrated into white society. It took
an angry Stokely Carmichael to make me see that
the implication in this attitude is that white so
ciety is right; that Negro culture has nothing to
contribute; that if only "they" were like "us,"
everyone would be happy. I have only now finally
begun to understand that equality is not a gift
which I can bestow upon him—it is a fact which
we both must recognize.

We fail to understand each other at least
partially because of a basic difference in selfconcept. I don't see the need for establishing a
racial identity because my race has little to do
with my self-concept; I seldom think of myself
as being white--because I live in a white world!
I see my value in what I do rather than in who I
am. To me, racial identity is something which can
and should be forgotten. But as Frank Quinlivan
pointed out in a recent issue of America, "a Ne
gro is first of all a Negro, no matter where he
goes, how he lives, or what he does. He is a
Negro all day in a way a white man is never made
conscious of being white." He cannot forget that
he is a Negro; the question is whether he can
accept himself as a Negro.

The very subtlety of my error frightens me.
For inherent in an attitude which I meant in love
and understanding are the indisputable evidences
of a sense of superiority so unconscious I was
not even aware of it. The attitude that white so
ciety is better began, I think, with the assumption
that the status quo is good—and why should I not
think so? It has always been good to me; the
Protestant ethic has always worked for me; if I
don't succeed, I try again—and usually do suc
ceed the next time. If I fail, I blame myself and
not society. I have no reason to repudiate the
"system" as unjust, until I come into real con
tact with someone to whom it has not always been
good. You see prejudices like these are so subtle
that they are almost impossible to detect from
my point of view.

Stokely Carmichael articulates my fourth ma
jor frustration in his book Black Power when he
says that the very values of our society support
racist, inhumane systems. He contends that black
people must not try to assimilate into white so
ciety, but to change its very structure-to improve
it—to remake its institutions. He may be right,
but how are institutions changed? Exactly what
is the role of an individual in changing a system?
Where do I begin? How do I go about changing a
complex, sophisticated society? The obviousbeginning where you are; changing yourself and
those around you—seems so insignificant as to
be ludicrous. But if individuals in a democratic
society aren't responsible, who is? One obvious
ly must do something—but what? I frankly don't
know. And nobody—black or white—seems to be
able to tell me.

And closely related to this problem of my
point of view, is my third major frustration—my
inability to understand the black point of view.
For instance, it is very difficult for me to under
stand the black man's obsession with creating
an Afro-American identity. He insists on chant
ing "Black is Beautiful" when it would seem
better to try to forget color. He persistently de
mands a proportionate representation of black and
white, when I would favor opportunity for "anyone
qualified" regardless of color. He cries for "Black
history" when my WASP logic says, "let's all
just read American history and forget what color
it is." He continues to emphasize color differ
ences when I want to work for a "colorles" so
ciety.

t

There are times when it honestly seems that
there may be no workable solution . . . And there
are times when the stakes seem so high and the
determination so great that one longs only for a
concrete, workable plan of action to which he
would gladly devote himself, if only he could be
assured that it would succeed. And there are
times—lots of them—when one just doesn't know.
Yes, I am a white, Anglo-Saxon protestant-a
WASP. Now you know all about me. No, you still
don't, of course, but you know a bit more. You
know a few of my frustrations, a few of my fears,
a few of my insights. And one cannot help but
think that if workable solutions do exist, this is
the way they will be formulated, communicated,
executed: by people like you and me making hon
est efforts to understand ourselves and each other.

What I forget, of course, is that for me, "col
orless" is white. What I mean by "ignoring color"
is "I don't mind if he's black. I'll pretend he'd
just like me." And what he is trying to say to me
is that he doesn't have to be just like me. In fact,
pretending he is "like me" when he is really not
is fatal to his self-concept. He needs to see him
self as my equal just as he is—black.
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AW INTERPRETATION OF HENRY JAMES' "THE PUPIL"
by Arlene Kovalska

The pupil in James' short story is Morgan, the
Moreen's perceptive young son, who is petted and
praised by his adoring family, whom he resembles
not in the least. He recognizes and rejects his fami
ly's hypocrisy and sides with Pemberton, his tutor,
holding fast to his own dreams and waiting until the
time comes when he can be free from his family.

good evaluation of his family to his friend: "They're
so beastly worldly. That's what I hate most .... All
they care about is to make an appearance and pass
for something or other." Morgan cannot understand
why "his people should have liked the line of pushing
and toadying and lying and cheating." Morgan keeps
himself scrupulously free from his family's hypocrisy,
holding onto his "sensibility, even a private ideal,
which made him privately disown the stuff his people
were made of."

Morgan had begun to see through his family's
facade at an early age. During Pemberton's interview
with the Moreens for the position of tutor, Morgan tells
him, "The less you expect the better!" Pemberton
finds these words strangely prophetic during his sub
sequent struggles with Mr. and Mrs. Moreen over his
salary. After his first salary interview with the Mor
eens, Pemberton is questioned by Morgan about his
opinion of the family and is called a "jolly old hum
bug" for evasively replying that the family is charming.
Morgan gives Pemberton several warnings, telling him
at one time: "Well, at any rate you'll hang on to the
last: 'till you're fairly beaten."

He discloses his private dream of growing up
and leaving—rejecting both his family and their way
of life. Morgan fancies himself to be almost ready to
prove himself in the world of affairs and announces
his intention to go to Oxford and "do the most wonder
ful things." Ironically, perceptive as he is concerning
his family, Morgan fails to realize that they are un
likely to provide the money for his college studies.
He also seems unaware, as Pemberton put it, "of
his probably being strong enough to live and not yet
strong enough to thrive." Pemberton is to help Morgan
to break family ties and to start again on his own.
Pemberton is Morgan's doctor in a sense, as he once
remarked in jest, sheltering Morgan from the confronta
tion with hisfrailty and lending his emotional support.
Unaware of the extent of his dependence upon Pem
berton, Morgan urges him to accept a better position,
which he does.

Morgan's warnings are at first dismissed by Pem
berton because he is "Still young and had not seen
much of the world." However, because of his increas
ing interest in Morgan, Pemberton begins to realize
the extent of the Moreen's hypocrisy as contrasted
with Morgan's personal integrity. This integrity is
admitted unconsciously by the family who praise and
idolize Morgan "as if they themselves were not good
enough for him." Morgan has "in secret a small lofti
ness which made him acute about betrayed meanness"
and is upset to the point of tears over his family's
treatment of Pemberton. Pemberton capitalizes upon
Morgan's sensitivity and perception during his second
argument with the Moreens about his salary; he threat
ens to reveal their unfair treatment of him to Morgan.
This threat upsets the Moreens to such an extent that
Mrs. Moreen wastes little time in trying to bribe Pem
berton to keep si lent. However, Pemberton prefers to
keep his integrity and refuses to take the bribe be
cause it would leave him "more free" in his relation
ship with Morgan, Even when confronted with the threat
of exposure, Mrs. Moreen unconsciously shows that
she values a few francs more than she does the in
nocence of her young son, and she pockets the bribe
with the "desperate concession: 'You may tell him
any horror you like!"

Mrs. Moreen plays upon the emotional attachment
which has grown between preceptor and pupil to call
Pemberton back to the family. Morgan has been quite
ill during Pemberton's absence; it seems that Pem
berton's analysis may have been correct: Morgan does
not seem to be able to thrive on his own. The Moreens
are nearly ruined; their hopes seem to be disappearing,
and they have nowhere to turn. Facing financial and
personal exposure, the Moreens make an interesting
concession: since Pemberton has figuratively taken
Morgan away from them, they propose that he do so
in fact. In effect, the Moreens are rejecting Morgan,
just as he has long ago rejected them. Morgan is over
joyed at the realization of the opportunity he has
longed for; his joy quickly overcomes his conflicting
embarrassment for his parents. The conflict is too
much for his weak heart, however, and he succumbs
to the cruel irony of death in the face of victory.

Morgan reveals that he is already aware of his
family's shoddy treatment of Pemberton, and from this
time on, there are no more secrets between Morgan
and Pemberton. The new understanding which develops
between the young man and his pupil draws them even
closer together. Morgan verbally rejects his family's
hypocrisy and bands together with Pemberton, keeping
apart from the rest of the family. Morgan presents a

The final irony, however, lies in the reaction of
Morgan's parents to the death of their son, as exem
plified by Mr. Moreen who "took his bereavement as
a (heartless) man of the world." In effect, both parents
and son have had their wishes realized: they are rid
of him, and he is rid of them.
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by Dick Van Yperen

November 18, 1968
Monday
To whom it may concern:
It is 4:30 A.M. and I can't sleep because I must
write you. I must confess that at this time I feel
like an actor without a part. George Bernados, a
French writer, wrote in his Diary of a Country
Priest something to the effect that it is a pity
that map's thoughts are limited to such things
as words. You see, although I am unknown and
unimportant I have a desire to write and a desire
to express my wordless thoughts on paper. I am
a potential writer working without words.
I wonder if you understand my predicament. Should
I just ignore my sensitivity to the problem and
continue my education hoping to learn words?
Or should I subscribe to Reader's Digest and
play "Word Power"? Possibly I should start read
ing the dictionary in my leisure time. To you I
pose these questions knowing that you are con
cerned (unless you are reading someone else's
mail).
Because you are concerned, I would, I would like
to explain further my problem. You see, the prob
lem of working without words is only a surface,
problem. When that day comes, when I will have
command over thousands of words, what will I
write about? And when I have a topic, how shall
I arrange the words so that they make sense?
Should I write poems or short stories? Maybe
I should write a novel. My problem seems to get
bigger as I think about it.
After all these problems are solved, then who
will read what I have written? Will you? Of course,
that is a stupid question because I know you
are concerned.
Possibly no one will ever read this letter and
answer my questions. Then maybe all these prob
lems will not be solved and no one will ever
read what I have never written. I will leave that
up to you who are concerned.
Pen and Ink
Sincerely,
A writer without words
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^ean Dade

Richard Hoagland

Dune Grass

THE HERO
by Stan Nussbaum
It was him. This time he was the one. They
The fight continued all around him, even
were only a couple of hundred yards from the rise
though he was no longer a part of it. Machinethey were trying to reach when the bullet ripped
gun fire let him know that the enemy kept ad
into his leg, breaking the bone above the knee
vancing. Then he saw them, but they had not seen
and dropping him like a winged duck. He waved
him yet. If he shot, he would be discovered and
his buddies on. There was no time to pick him up;
killed before he could pull the trigger a second
the enemy were coming fast through the rough
time. He ducked down into the brush and hoped
bushes and trees. In seconds all those familiar
they would pass. Time stalled. Someone ran to
ward him; he could hear the man running nearer.
uniforms were out of sight, and he clenched his
rifle as he turned to face the row of trees that
He readied himself for the shot that would be the
would soon reveal some unfamiliar ones.
He
last in his life. But the man stopped short on the
crawled, dragging his useless leg, into the mid
far side of the clump, used it for a shield, and
quickly ran on without discovering him. The others
dle of a clump of short thick vines and busheswere gone too, he thought. He stuck his head up
his only chpnce for cover.
cautiously, but saw nothing.
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Blood kept trickling from the wound and onto the
ground, and his mind kept stammering.

Then he heard something. He whirled to face
the noise, but could not see through the vines.
The peculiar sound approached the hiding place.
A man pulled himself into the little clump of bush
es about five feet away. An enemy!

"What if I don't? . . . traitor . . . He'll kill
me! . .kill. . .kill my friends . . . . have to . . . "
The leg throbbed.

He aimed his gun at that unwelcome head,
but he did not pull the trigger. The other man had
no gun and the blood on his leg showed that he
squirmed forward because he could not walk.

". . no different-artillery killing . . face to
face . . . cold blood . . . Love your enemy ... He
didn't know . . pain . . . . bloody mess . . . my
country." The pain worsened, but still scrambled
thoughts filled his brain.

The newcomer looked up. He froze, his eyes star
ing at the open end of a gun that was about to
fire. He had struggled toward the clump for the
same reason as the first man, but for all his pain
in getting to a place of safety, he had reached a
place of execution.

"I can't thing . . What's happening? . . . the
real thing
my wife . . my sons . . . dead
. . gone . . a picture for a father . . . loves me . .
never hold her . . . What about him? ... . his
wife . . ." He wanted to cut off his leg now. It
was almost too much for him.

The first man found it strange that he did
not shoot the enemy when he first saw him. May
be it was the pain; but for some reason new and
strange thoughts were occurring to him. No other
enemy soldiers were near, and a point blank fatal
shot now would go unnoticed by the rest of the
world. But he did not shoot the man immediately
and he did not know why. He realized how little
time he had to kill the man. During the pitch and
excitement of the battle, and during the tenseness
of wondering if he would be found, his mind had
been dulled to the pain. But now the peak of emo
tion was past, and the wound commanded his
attention. He saw that he was bleeding badly;
he began to feel faint and he knew that he would
soon pass out. If he lost consciousness the ene
my would see that he never regained it, and al
ready his vision was beginning to blur. He could
not hold the man captive; he would be a dead
man before his buddies came back. He had to
act now. It was shoot or be shot. Do or die.

"He might pass out! . . . Pull, pull! . . . No,
wait! . . her . . helpless. . .shoot . . don't . . . he
might . . die from his wound." But the cold, pain
ful stare of the enemy showed that he was aware
of everything that was happening. His eyes did
not flutter. There was much of agony in his look,
but nothing of death. He would have to take a life
to save his own.
The blood flowed and with it, the time. The
two soldiers sat in silence; both unable to com
municate; each experiencing all the horror of war
alone. There were a thousand questions, but only
two men, and one gun.
Ten minutes later that gun killed a man.
Six weeks later the other man was in the
arms of his wife. He had been given a medal by
his country. The victim never saw his wife again;
his body was never found; his government de
clared him missing in action. One man was a
war hero; the other an unknown soldier. One man
was taken care of by his buddies; the other was
taken care of by the flies. One mother cried when
her son came home; the other cried when hers
did not. One soldier did—the other died.

But he did not act at once--the pain clouded
his mind and the questions came again. "Why
should I shoot . . . Why? . . . Who is he? . . . . I
have to . . Why? . . Government . . They told
me . . ." The pain was getting worse.
"I don't hate him. I don't hate him! . . . Why?
. .the cause . . He has one .... Shoot him! . .
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DIABOLICAL EPISTLE
by Diane Taylor

During World War II, The Screwtape Letters.
by C. S. Lewis, was first introduced to the pub
lic. This piece of work consisted of a series of
letters from Screwtape, a devil, to his nephew,
a novice tempter. Uncle Screwtape discussed
the strategy to be used in winning souls from
the Enemy, God, to the Master, Satan. The fol
lowing essay is an elaboration of an idea of
Screwtape, expressed in the manner in which
Lewis would have expressed it—a diabolical
epistle.

There will remain but one important move.
As that contemptible fool C. S. Lewis said in
his vile parody of our Master's servants. "The
great thing is to direct the malice to his im
mediate neighbours whom he meets everyday
and to thrust his benevolence out to the remote
circumference, to people he does not know."
This is to be your strategy.
The advantages of this strategy are obvious.
First of all, this method will appeal to the pa
tient's lazy nature. When the patient is directing
his good will to those with whom he often comes
in contact, consistency of action is likely to
be necessary. This will probably disturb the
patient's comfortable status quo. When his good
will is directed to those he doesn't know, the
patient can disentangle himself after one good
deed. In this type of relationship, he can also
choose the needs he wishes to ease, the easiest
needs receiving priority. The patient will find,
however, that the needs of those close to him
are often immediate and obvious, leaving little
time for choice on his part. This strategy will
also be attractive because it lends itself readi
ly to materialistic benevolence. It will, require
much less effort for the patient to vent his feel
ings of benevolence by writing a check and
mailing it to a poor family than by analyzing
and discarding his prejudice against Negroes.

Dear Azazel,
I detect in your letter a feeling of despair.
I expect such nonsense to cease immediately.
Emotion muddles the brain at times when clarity
of thought is of the utmost importance. There
is also a possibility that, to one less aware of
the Master's power than ourselves, your state
of mind might suggest an ability on the part of
a wretched mortal to create in us the same type
of discomforts as those we are so adept at cre
ating in them. Such a phenomenon is, of course,
impossible, and you must never let it appear to
be otherwise.
You are concerned about your patient's in
tention of expressing good will and benevolence
to all. This development, though unfortunate, is
to be expected as a normal result of the pa
tient's relationship with the Enemy. It is not,
however, without utilitarian aspects.

Misdirected good will will also appeal to
the patient's vanity. The patient, to fully appre
ciate his own goodness, will require, as an
object for his benevolence, a person who can
meet certain specifications, be they an unfor
tunate economic status, a pitiful physical ap
pearance, or other such nonsense. People with
whom the patient is unfamiliar will be more
likely to fit his specifications than will those
people of whom he has more reliable knowledge.
Much to his delight, the patient will also find
it easy to create and preserve a favorable image
of himself in the minds of people who know
least about him. He will, of course, find it much

The first step in your exploitation of the
situation should be to impress upon the pa
tient's mind that he must fulfill his intentions
unaided in order that his actions be worthy of
the Enemy. We know that the Enemy's hands are
always extended to aid His inept creatures
below, but the patient must be kept in ignor
ance of this fact. Once you have eliminated the
possibility of the Enemy's power working through
the patient, your task will be much easier.
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more difficult to keep this image free from tar
nish when dealing with those who know him
best. In addition, the patient will discover that
charitable acts aimed at those who are close
to him are expected of him and will, therefore,
receive little praise. Benevolence to lesser
known individuals will result in more praise
since such behaviour is usually regarded as
"above and beyond the call of duty." (You will
notice, my dear nephew, that when mortals use
the term "above and beyond the call of duty,"
they seldom accompany it with the question

Now let us view what should be the final
results of this strategy. Your patient will be
exercising his good intentions only in situations
that appeal to his vanity and lazy nature. He
will thereby destroy the selfless element in his
intentions. He will be exercising malice in the
very circumstances in which the first thrusts
of benevolence and good will should be felt.
This state of affairs should do little to bring
the patient closer to the Enemy but much to
bring him closer to our Master.

"Has duty been fulfilled as well?"

Lift your spirits then, Nephew. If we remain
clear-headed and impervious to the destructive
forces of emotion, if we continue to turn every
event to our own advantage, the ultimate vic
tory will be ours and the Satanic Majesty's.

As you direct the patient's good will out
ward, it will be easy for you to create in him
malice toward people with whom he is in fre
quent contact. Their faults are obvious to him,
and if his benevolence is directed elsewhere,
he will be free to react with malice to the faults.
As he feels more malice toward them, he will
find it harder to focus his benevolence in their
direction. Soon a delightfully vicious circle
will develop.

Yours in Satan,

Abaddon
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A QUESTION
by Doug Sloan

I must be crosseyed to see what I do.
Looking at its 3000 mile width
I see not one nation, but two.
One follows an impartial
blindfolded lady-in-white.
One puts two men in jail:
one, for he caused a human life
to become a memory, and
the other, because he refused
to wash his hands with human blood
(regardless of the situation).
Is the blindfold on the lady-in-white, or
on those who follow?
Or am I crosseyed?
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SINGER, THE LONELIEST CHARACTER
God strutting in the night. . . The

The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, Carson McCullers'
first novel, is set, as are all her subsequent
works, in a small southern town. However, Mrs.
McCullers transcends her rather restricted setting

whole world was music and she could
not listen hard enough. . . Wonderful
music like this was the worst hurt

with a universal and eternal theme: the isolation

there could be. The whole world was

of the human spirit. Moreover, certain stylistic

this symphony, and there
enough of her to listen.

qualities of this novel are admirable and work
to reinforce the author's message.

She

exhausts

music,

The story revolves around John Singer, a deaf-

all

possible

including attempting

was

means

not

of

learning

to make

a violin

from a ukulele and skipping lunch to pay for piano

mute. A very intelligent, sensitive man, Singer

lessons. She is filled with a great and inexpres

has come from Chicago to a small southern town

sible desire to be a musician, and she feels that
it is "just Mister Singer" who understands.

where he works as an engraver and lives with
another deaf-mute, Spiros Antonapoulos. Antonapoulos is gentle, but nearly retarded, for the only
words his plump hands can shape are "Holy Jesus,
or God, or Darling Mary." Unfortunately, An
tonapoulos loses the little intelligence he does

Benedict Mady Copeland, a Negro doctor, and
Jake Blount, a vagabond laborer, are two selfstyled communists who also view Singer as the
only sympathetic ear in the universe. Dr. Copeland passes out contraceptives to his patients

possess and must be sent to the state insane
asylum. This event marks a new period in Singer's
life.

and preaches the doctrines of Karl Marx to his
people. He exhorts them to work together and
patiently to await the day of final unity:

After Antonapoulos' departure, Singer's life
changes radically. Instead of living like a rec

Our mission is to walk with strength

luse, Singer finds his life intruded upon by sev

and dignity through the days of our

eral people who are drawn to him because "his

humiliation. Our pride must be strong

eyes made a person think that he heard things
nobody else had ever heard, that he knew things

for we know the value of the human
mind and soul. We must teach our

no one had ever guessed before. He did not seem

children. We must sacrifice so that

quite human." In the lives of four equally bi
zarre characters, Singer becomes the only person

they may earn the dignity of study

who understands the inner thoughts and fierce
aspirations of each.

and wisdom. For the time will come.
The time will come when the riches
in us will not be held in scorn and

person who can enter her "inside room," is Mick
Kelly. Mick is the teenage daughter of Singer's

contempt. The time will come when
we will be allowed to serve... And
our mission is to await this time

landlord, and one of several children in a poor

with strength and faith.

One of those who feels Singer to be the only

Irish family. Living in a dirty, cramped world,

Although Dr. Copeland teaches that "hatred is
a great evil," he despises the "quiet insolencei

Mick searches intensely for beauty and finds it

of the white race." Yet the only man who fathoms
the driving purpose of his life is a white man-

in music. She so hungers for the aesthetically
satisfying taste of music that at night she sneaks
to a neighbor's window and there listens to the
beautiful strains of a symphony.

Singer, who did the amazing kindness of "(light
ing) his cigarette and (smiling) and (seeming) to
want

Then the music started up. Mick
raised her head and her fist went
up to her throat. . . For a minute the

to be

with him." Similarly, Jake Blount

wants a new and classless society. He sees the
destruction of capitalism as the only way "to
make man a social creature for the first time,
living in an orderly and controlled society where

opening balanced from one side to
the other. Like a walk or march. Like

he is not forced to be unjust in order to live."
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Although

Blount cannot communicate with

moustache (Blount) I think is crazy . . .
He thinks he and I have a secret
together but I do not know what it
i s . . . The girl . . . likes music. . .

Dr.

Copeland (since the former is an incendiary revo
lutionist and the latter is a peaceful idealist), he
finds in Singer, for the first time in his life, an
other human being who perfectly comprehends
his secret, unutterable thoughts: "The eyes (of
Singer) seemed to understand all

She knows I am deaf but she thinks
I know about music . . . The black
man is sick with consumption . . .
The black man frightens me some

that he had

meant to say and to hold some message for him.

times. His eyes are hot and bright. . .
The way I need you is a loneliness
I cannot bear. . . I am not meant to

The relationship of Biff Brannon, an impotent
restaurant owner who wears his wife's perfume
and suffers from an Oedipal complex, to Singer
is different from that of the other characters.
Although Brannon secretly wishes to be a mother

be alone and without you who under
stand.

and only bathes that half of his body which lies
When Singer finally goes to visit Antonapoulos

below his waist twice a year, he is probably the
most perceptive character in the entire novel.

and discovers he has died, he is so overcome
with grief and s o engulfed by a sense of sep
aration that he returns home and "(puts) a bullet

Leaning quietly against the counter, Brannon is
an acute observer of all that happens in his res
taurant and is capable of shrewd analytical think

in his chest.

ing. He, too, "(gravitates) around the deaf-mute,"

The effects of Singer's suicide on three of the

but he alone wonders what quality Singer possess
es which so attracts all men to him. And at the
novel's conclusion, it is to Brannon that a vision
"of human struggle and of valor, . . . of the end
less fluid passage of humanity through endless

main

characters

Mick

loses her virginity

are

profound

and

immediate.

just prior to Singer's

death, and, therefore, she becomes " a grown up
person, whether she (wants) to be or not." But
upon Singer's death, Mick loses something which

time" is granted.
Thus, Singer appears to be "all things to all

the author hints is infinitely more precious than
virtue: "But now no music was in her mind. That

men." But the nearly overpowering irony of this

was a funny thing. It was like she was shut out

story and the very crux of McCullers' message
is that Singer's wonderful ability to understand
the inner hearts of the other characters is merely
imagined. Actually, the deaf-mute is confused

from the inside room."
Dr. Copeland's life, too, is changed by this
catastrophic event. Although he has been seri
ously ill with tuberculosis for years, Singer's

and frightened by these strange people who flock

death precipitates Dr. Copeland's decision to
leave his practice and retire to the family farm.

to him and mouth silent, incomprehensible words.
Singer's own situation is parallel to that of the
other characters; he longs for stupid Antonapoulos whom he believes to be his only friend but
who, in reality, understands the problems of his
(Singer's) soul no more than Singer himself com
prehends

the

mental

and

spiritual

agonies

And as for Jake Blount, a riot at the amusement
park where Jake is the manager results in the
deaths of a white and Negro youth and is reason
enough for Blount to jump on a freight train head
ing north. However, his experience with Singer

of

seems to have given Blount new purpose, for as

Mick, Blount, Dr. Copeland, or Brannon. Concern
ing these people and his loneliness. Singer writes

he leaves the town, " a new surge of energy
(comes) to him. . . (is) this the flight or (is) it

the following to Antonapoulos (who is illiterate):

the

. . . a l l have something they hate.
And

they all

have

onslaught?"

Only

Brannon

is

essentially

unchanged by Singer's death. At the novel's
conclusion, he is still the same quiet observer,

something they

but

love more than eating or sleeping or

he has received an

illuminating,

flash of the ceaseless tide of humanity.

friendly company. The one with the
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if

brief,

ments he seemed like some wise king

Carson McCullers uses several stylistic de

from a legend.

vices to convey her ideas in The Heart Is a Lone
ly Hunter. Most important of these is the Chris
tian symbolism. Singer is obviously a type of
Christ figure. Brannon's wife reads the following

for the most part. However, sometimes the speech

enlightening passage of Scripture:

of Dr. Copeland and Jake Blount is unrealistic.

Conversation is very concise and well handled

In one section. Dr. Copeland orates to a group
. . . and in the morning, rising up a
great while before day, He went out,
and departed into a solitary place,

of illiterate Negroes for about 15 minutes. The
speech is filled with references to Spinoza, Kant,
and Marx, and never during this extended period
of time does this tubercular-ridden man hesitate,

and

there prayed: And Simon and

they

that were with Him followed

falter, or even cough. Blount, too, speaks almost

after Him. And when they had found
Him, they said unto Him, "All men

too well for a self-educated laborer. When alone
he quotes such lines to himself as: "Resentment

seek for Thee."
And, indeed, all men do seek for Singer, "be
cause in some men it is in them to give up every
thing personal at some time, before it ferments

is the most precious flower of poverty." That a
roustabout would express his thoughts in such
a metaphorical manner is hardly credible.

and poisons-throw it to some human being or
Singer seems to be that hu-

In conclusion, then, Carson McCullers' The

human idea. The town is filled with various ru

some human idea."

Heart Is a Lonely Hunter is a novel worthy of

mors about him: that he is a Jew, an organizer
for the C.I.O., a very rich man, and a Turk. Each

praise. However, this reader cannot agree with
one critic's comment that it is an "enduring

man has a different conception of who Singer is

masterpiece," which implies that it has all the

and each is strangely drawn to him because "in

merit of those novels traditional ly cal led master
pieces. That a perennial truth-the isolation of

his face there (is) a look of peace." This symbol
ism compounds the irony of the novel, for Singer

the human spirit-is dealt with cannot be denied.
Nevertheless, the conclusion that this isolation

is none of the things men say and his own heart
is ever tormented and knows no peace. Like
Christ, Singer cannot exist in our human society,

is both unavoidable and unendurable seems either
to conflict with Brannon's "radiance of illumina
tion" as he sees "a glimpse of human struggle
and valor" or to make that vision void of any

but unlike Christ, Singer's death is neither sacri
ficial nor victorious. Rather it is a pitiful witness
to the truth that man cannot endure his state
(by choice) of isolation.

real hope. Perhaps Carson McCullers is caught
in the same difficult position as Brannon-"between radiance and darkness, between bitter
irony and faith." At any rate, the picture of the

For most passages of narration, short (an av
erage of 15 words) simple sentences are used.

universe herein presented is

The effect is a clear and striking picture:
Antonapoulos

was

more

mistically with everyone adrift alone in the uni
verse) and yet, untrue to her vision, to tryto
give life meaning and hope by affirming that

neath his silk pajamas. His head
was immense against the white pil
The placid composure of

which she has set out to deny—namely, the com
munication of love.

his

face was so profound that he seemed
to be aware that Singer was with
him. . . Antonapoulos watched him

by Gayle Philhs

with his dark, drowsy eyes. Sitting
motionless

rather unclear

the author seems to view life in one way (pessi

enormous

than he remembered. The great pulpy
folds of his abdomen showed be

low.

a

one. And the novel's greatest weakness is that

in his bright, rich gar
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THE SEA
The sea is an army
Advancing by regiment
To attack the invincible shore.

THE SUN
The red rising sun
Sweeps the azure canopy
But it always fails to consume it.

ANGER
Dissonant anger
by Sheila Solomon

Is soon subdued and resolved
To a harmonious andante.

BPi-
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AIM EXAMINATION OF HARDY'S "HAP" AND "THE SUBALTERNS"
by Gayle Phi11is

The poet uses his work as a vehicle to trans
ports truth to the mind of his reader. Frequently,
the reader is struck both by certain ideas which
the poet reiterates in much of his work and by
certain dissimilarities of thought expressed by
the writer in different poems. An examination
of Thomas Hardy's "Hap" and "The Subalterns"
reveals philosophical differences and similari
ties in the work of one man.

There are some obvious differences between
"Hap" and "The Subalterns." No "laws in
force on high" will the poet to a life of pain
in the former poem as they do in the latter. Quite
to the contrary, most ofHardy's dismay in "Hap"
results from his inability to blame life's con
dition on anything save "Crass Causalty...and
dicing Time": two completely indifferent, rath
er than purposeful,and neutral, rather than harmseeking, forces who blindly cast man misery in
a cosmic game of chance. In "The Subalterns,"
however, some definite, but anonymous, force
intentionally seeking to make man suffer and
then destroy him is alluded to repeatedly. More

In "Hap," the poet first states that if all
the agonies of his life were caused by some
sadistic deity for the sake of amusement, then
he would be strengthened to bear this suffering
by its very injustice and would be partially
assuaged in knowing that an inextricable force
had willed it on him. However, Hardy sees that
life's misery cannot be attributed truthfully to
a "vengeful god." Next in a rhetorical tone
he asks how it occurs that life's joy is destroyed
and the best hopes of man are inevitably doomed.
His own voice answers that it is Chance and
Time which determine the fate of man, and the
most tortuous part of this knowledge is that
these two blind and indifferent forces could
strew the journey of life with bliss as easily
as with pain.

over, "TheSubalterns" differsfurtherfrom "Hap"
in that certain elements of nature are definitely
sympathetic toward man, the pitiful creature
they constantly torture but are unable to aid
because something more powerful "say(s) it
must not be." This idea is a diametrical con
trast to the picture of the totally passive universeconveyed in "Hap" (the very title of which
means chance occurrence or luck).
Although the two poems have significant
differences, "Hap" and "The Subalterns" are
nearly identical in the pessimistic view of life
Hardy reveals in both works. It matters little
whether man's condition is due to mere chance
or to an unseen and diabolical power; nor does
either nature's passivity or a "smiling" re
lationship between man and the elements of the
universe which, though basically benevolent,
are yanked about like marionettes on a string
to carry out the cruel wishes of a "vengeful
god" make any difference in the essence of
man's existence. In both poems. Hardy is saying
that life is no more than a series of calamities
and that man can expect only sorrow, disap
pointment, and pain to befall him.

In "The Subalterns," four personified as
pects of nature, or of man's life experience,
address the poet and express their regret at
the part they play in causing his plight, but
each declares itself to be a subordinate to the
will of a higher power. First, the dark sky states
that it would light the way for man if it were
allowed to do so. Similarly, the North says that
it would not freeze man if it knew how to blow
with more warmth and with less force; however,
the North, even as man himself, is ruled. In con
secutive order, Sickness and Death next declare
their lack of desire to hurt or destroy man, but
both are enslaved to the nameless forces which
harass man throughout his short pilgrimage.
These few words console the poet somewhat,
and he finds life, harsh as it still is, to be less
cruel than when these elements of nature were
totally indifferent to his situation.

Thus does one man, Thomas Hardy, in
"Hap" and "The Subalterns" convey contrasting
thoughts, while at the same time repeat his
essential philosophy of life: namely that man's
condition is abhorrent and, as Hardy's contem
porary A.E. Housman says, that in this baffling
universe man is faced only with "ill and not. . .
(with) good."
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A KANSAS BOY

"I don't know. McCorwin's mare came down
with something. Your father went over to their
place in Potawatami county to fix her up. Says
there's a bug going around this fall and wanted
to see if McCorwin's mare has any of the symp
toms."

A cool autumn wind swept across the fields
where cornstalks stood brown and bent like sol
diers tattered after a hard battle. Leaves fell
noiselessly to the ground adding more color to
the patchwork quilt already on the ground.
A small figure sauntered out of the woods
and paused to gaze at the pink sunset. Blond
curls poked stubbornly out from under a straw
hat, framing the dark tanned face of a little boy.
He sat down on a rotting stump and began to dig
a hole in the loose soil with a stick. His bib over
alls were dusty and in spots caked with mud.

"I swear, John'd walk clean to St. Joe to
git a look at some old mare if somebody claimed
she had a new bug," chuckled one of the hands.
"Laugh about it if you want, but John's the
best yet we've had in these parts. Hey, you're
awful quiet, little fella. Cat got your tongue?"

The clang of a bell broke the silence of the
autumn evening. With a start the little boy ran
down the narrow path between fields with a small
black puppy yipping excitedly at his heels to
ward the large white frame farmhouse.

"Aw, Don't pay him no mind. He's probably
still daydreaming 'bout flying and sech foolish
ness. Do you know what he said this morn in'?
He told me someday he wanted to float around in
the air like a bird. Ain't that durn foolishness?"

"Eddy, where have you been? The men have
already come in from the fields and we are just
about ready to set down to supper. Hurry and
wash up now; and don't dawdle. It's a good thing
your father isn't home yet; you know how he likes
meals on time."

"Warren! Watch your grammar. You stop pes
tering your brother. If the truth were known, Ed
dy's fantasy may not be so far from the truth.
Why just the other day your father showed me
an article that told about men who are learning
to jump out of airplanes and float down easy like
with some kinda balloon-1ike-contraption."

With an impish grin and amid the clamor of
several dogs and cats he disappeared around the
house to wash up at the well. After washing, he
stopped at the corner of the yard to gather a few
flowers for his mother, then sneaked through the
back door into the kitchen where the clan was
gathered.

Outside the kitchen window only faint traces
remained of the glorious sunset and the shadows
of the ghostly cornstalks came creeping up to the
house. The sun rose and set. Autumn passed,
winter, spring, summer. The fields were planted,
harvested and days swept by in a torrent of time
changing and maturing a small Kansas lad into
a strong energetic man.

"Eddy, we've been waiting for you to say
grace." He slid into his chair, clasped his hands
and bowed his head. His childish voice fell on
the ears of his two older brothers and sister, his
mother and the few hired hands gathered for sup
per.

A cool autumn wind swept across the fields
where corn stalks stood brown and bent. A large
muscular young man walked slowly out of the
woods and paused to rest on a nearby stump to
watch the sun sink with all its radiance behind
the horizon. He sat very quietly for a long time
looking, storing these sights and sounds in his
memory. He was leaving this place and he wanted
every memory of sight and sound etched on his

"Ned, you start the potatoes around. Straight
en up, Genny and act like a young lady."
"Mama, when's Dad coming home?" asked
one of the older boys.
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He walked out the door and started the walk
into town where he would meet the bus. As he
walked slowly away amid the field of diamonds
the sun was reflected in the brass buttons and
trim on his uniform and he became lost in the
glare of the morning sun.

mind to be recalled clearly during some moment
of loneliness.
As the last rays of sunlight disappeared
and the crickets began their evening serenade
he rose slowly and strolled down the dusty path,
toward the farmhouse looming out of the evening
shadows. "Ed, darling, we have waited supper
on you. This is your last evening home with us
and I want it to be special. Please hurry; the
rest of the family is waiting." The young man
entered the back door and took his place at the
table. There was a strained silence when the
boy's father asked, "Ed, would you say grace?"
His hands, large and strong folded in his lap.
His head topped with unruly curls bowed quietly
and his strong voice rang clearly in evening
silences.

The seasons came and went heedless of the
absence of one so much a part of them. The fields
were planted and harvested and planted again.
Half a world away the peace of this Kansas prai
rie was often recalled as a Kansas man fought to
preserve that peace. But one afternoon that peace
was destroyed. The mail man brought a letter.
"We regret to inform you that your son has been
killed in action. On D-4 day Second Lieutenant
Harris jumped with his platoon of men behind
enemy lines. There he fought bravely for several
days to achieve his objective. During the result
ing battles Lieutenant Harris was mortally wound
ed. In light of your son's outstanding leadership
and heroic action under fire the United States
government would like to present to you in his
behalf a medal of honor. Commander Smorege
will be in touch with you to make arrangements

There was another awkward silence.
"John, don't just sit there; we're all pretty
hungry; pass that platter of meat. Gen, I forgot
to put any butter on the table; would you get
it out of the icebox?"
More silence. The crickets continued their
chirping and a dog barked somewhere in the dis
tance.

soon."
A cool autumn wind swept across the fields
where cornstalks stood brave and bent like sol
diers tattered after a hard battle. A woman cried
while outside the kitchen window only faint traces
remained of the glorious sunset and the shadows
of the ghostly cornstalks came creeping up to

"Goodness we're gloomy this evening! This
is Eddy's last supper with the family for a while;
surely we can make it a little more pleasant.
John, tell the boys what old Mr. Hinks told you
when you were over to his place last week. . ."

the house.

He awoke the next morning to a world of
crystal. The early morning sun reflected tiny
drops of dew that covered the woods and fields,
giving the whole world an aura of unreality. It
was a fairyland.
He dressed quietly and tiptoed downstairs
with suitcase in hand. But they were all up waiting to say good-bye - wa iting to wish him
luck and to kiss him. It was hard to receive their
good byes without flinching; but he was a man,
going to do a man's job.
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NOTHING
by Dick Van Yperen

Picking a topic for an essay is not easy. A
good writer should search for some topic that is
unusual and interesting. Wanting to write a good
essay, I searched quite a while looking for an
unusual and different topic. I finally decided
on nothing.
What is nothing? This question is thought pro
voking. The dictionary defines it as the "absence
of something." If I were to conduct a survey,
asking people "What is nothing?" I think that I
would be safe in saying that a large percentage
of people don't know nothing. They have probably
never thought about it before. Have you ever
thought about nothing and how it pertains to your
life?
After giving it some thought, I would think
that nothing could mean two things in our lives.
First, nothing could be a vacuum or preferably
the regions outside of our atmosphere. Nothing
is becoming more prevalent today because of
our venture into space. Nothing, secondly, could
be in our everyday life, but only if we restrict it.
The only way that I can explain this is to give
an example: if I had to write an urgent letter home
and I didn't, then I would be doing nothing in
regard to writing that letter; because I didn't do
something, I did nothing.
So nothing is important in our lives today.
Yet how many people realize this? It is true that
we do use the term quite a bit, but we use it with
out really knowing what nothing is. Normally, if
nothing was something, I would say in my con
clusion that nothing is something we should think
about, but it isn't, because nothing is the ab
sence of something, so it isn't something to think
about.
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You Permeate My Thoughts
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TRAGEDY
by Dick Van Yperen
I saw a group of flowers.
They made me think of another one.
White petals surrounded an orange circle.
They made me want them for myself.
Waving when the wind blew,
They made me want to share their experience.
I picked them and brought them close.
They made me happy, finally free.
It only lasted a short time
They made me think and become confused.
White petals turned and began to close.
They made me pray and ask why?
I said, "Forgive me"; they didn't hear.
They made me sorry I was so selfish.

NOVEMBER RAIN
by Richard Hoagland
November night away from home . . .
A soft, deceptively gentle rain
That tries to warm the dying earth
Beats out its solitary message:
"You can't go home. You can't go home."

I'm far from home, much farther than
I really am ... no place to go.
Lights through the rain are not for me,
But just the lonely sounds that say,
"You can't go home again."
I can't possess an absent peace,
And even nature's misty warmth
Conceals tonight my countless dreams.
I am alone and have no home.

November rain, pretending to heal.
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AW HISTORICAL INTERPRETATION OF NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE'S

"THE CANTERBURY PILGRIMS"

I could have given existence to a thou
sand bright creations ...II shake off
the dust of my feet against my coun
trymen! But posterity, tracing my foot
steps up this weary hill, will cry shame
upon the unworthy age that drove one
of the fathers of American song to end
his days in a Shaker village!
(p. 1198)

Shakerism was introduced into the United States
in 1774, when its founder, Ann Lee, came to America
because of persecution in England. Through spiritual
visions which Ann Lee claimed to have had about 1770,
she believed that she was the second incarnation of
Christ.1
In another vision Ann Lee was instructed
that ". . . the highest spiritual attainment on earth
can be acquired only through the complete separation
of the sexes, and strict continence in life."2 The
Shaker faith also held to ideals of poverty and com
munism.3
By the time The Canterbury Pilgrims was
published by Hawthorne in 1851, Shakerism, which
was most prevalent in the early nineteenth century,
was on the decline in America. Religion was dominated
". . . in so far as old dogmas were broken down at
all, by Deism, Unitarianism, and Swedenborgianism." 4
The prevailing attitude toward the Shakers in the early
1800's was that outsiders

The poet does not accept himself as he is, nor will
he believe that he is not the poetic genius he thinks
he is. Hawthorne is saying that the poet is running
from the knowledge of his own inabilities by returning
to the Shaker village where he will be secure in com
munal life.

. . . were certain that new members
came "from among the ignorant and
weak-minded," and that Shaker com
munities were composed of "disap
pointed maidens and withered bachelors,
—of all, in short, who having survived
the age of passion, were content to
make a merit of resigning pleasures in
which they could no longer partici
pate."5

The merchant is also returning to the Shaker vil
lage because he has failed to be the man he wants to
be in the world of business. He, like the poet, wants
greatness. The merchant thinks that wealth is great
ness, but he is unable to earn it. He, too, escapes
his failures by going back to the material security
of the Shaker village.
Here it may be pointed out that there is an im
portant difference between what the poet and the mer
chant expect from life and what Miriam and Josiah
anticipate. The poet and the merchant want fame and
wealth. Their vain attempts to realize their goals,
which are unrealistically high because of their in
ability to adjust to their failures, result in their utter
frustration and lead them back to the Shaker village.
Miriam and Josiah, however, want only a simple life.

Through the characters of the poet, the merchant, and
the countryman, Hawthorne points out the weaknesses
in character which draw people to Shakerism, con
trasts these failings with the strong points of the
characters of Miriam and Josiah, which enable them
to enter the world, and shows the necessity for a per
sonally meaningful application of faith.
The people Josiah and Miriam meet are returning
to the Shaker village because they have all been fail
ures in the world. The poet has very little common
sense, but considers himself bequeathed with the
most excellent of Nature's gifts. Society is at fault,
in his mind, because it does not accept his poetry and
acclaim his greatness.

"But Miriam and I can earn our daily
bread among the world's people as well
as in the Shaker village. And do we
want anything more, Miriam?"
"Nothing more, Josiah," said the
girl quietly.
(p. 1201)
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back to Shakerism cause people today to seek a faith
which is only an escape from themselves instead of
a way of life. Realistic goals, a love which strength
ens, and the courage to seek an individual interpre
tation of one's faith are still foundations of a suc
cessful life. Miriam and Josiah possess the traits
that are still needed today by men and women every

Their realistic perspective on life and on themselves,
in contrast to the merchant's and the poet's grand
expectations, makes life liveable for Miriam and Jo
siah and gives them allowance for their own failures.
The countryman and his wife fail in the outside
world because they have lost their love for one another.
They seek only a simple life, but can not achieve it
because they do not support each other with love.
They do not love because they do not place confidence
in one another. Hawthorne is saying that those who
lose love or do not love seek refuge from their failure
in the Shaker society, where all men and women must
treat each other with equal regard and where there
can be no bonds of special affection. 6

where.

NOTES

1. J.M. Phillippi, Shakerism, or the Romance of
a Religion (Dayton: United Brethren Publishing House,
1912), p. 9.

There is a contrast between the approach of the
countryman and his wife to life and Miriam's and Josiah's approach to life. The countryman and his wife
are fighting one another, therefore weakening them
selves for life's struggles. Miriam and Josiah, however,
are mutually strengthened by their love for each other.
"We will not go back," said they. "The world can
never be dark to us, for we will always love one an
other" (p. 1203).

2. Ibid., p. 10.
3. Robert E. Riegel, Young America 1830—1840
(Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press,
1949), p. 264.
4. Allan Nevins, Ordeal of the Union, I (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1947). p. 76.

Hawthorne believes that love can give men and
women strength for life and that an absence of love
results in their taking refuge in the strict sect of
Shakerism.

5. Riegel, op. cit., pp. 264—5, citing A Northern
Tour (Philadelphia, 1825), p. 249, and Hamilton, Men
and Manners, p. 354.
6. Phillippi, op. cit., p. 12.

Hawthorne is not condemning Shakerism as a
whole; he is pointing out the weaknesses in this in
terpretation of the Christian faith. Miriam and Josiah
retain some of the basic standards of their faith and
are stronger because of them. They disregard, how
ever, the extreme application of their faith in the com
plete separation of the sexes. Strengthened by the
positive aspects of their religion, they seek a life
meaningful to them,

by Cindi Hockett

. . . a h o m e w h e r e a l l former t i e s o f
nature or society would be sundered,
and all old distinctions levelled, and
a cold and passionless security be
substituted for mortal hope and fear,
.... The lovers drank at the Shaker
spring, and then, with chastened hopes,
but more confiding affections, went on
to mingle in an untried life.
(p. 1203)
Although Shakerism is practically non-existent
today, the main idea of The Canterbury Pilgrims is
Still relevant. Inability to accept one's own weak
nesses and a life void of love are universal flaws of
human beings. The same things which drove people
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TO KILL A BUFFALO
by Vic Downing

cally startled by bolting gazelle and slithering
snakes. For two fruitless hours we tripped through
manholes, our legs raw from brushing against
thorns and nettles, our feet numb from the day's
journey, and our eyes blurry from the unrelenting
heat.

One of the most rewarding experiences of
my life took place in August, 1966. Early in the
morning of the twenty-third day, Erastus, Mwangi,
and I loaded up the Land Rover at Gisenyi, on
the shores of Lake Kivu in northeastern Congo.
By the time the sun came up, we were bumping
down the dusty road inland to Rutchuru. This trip
lasted for nine hours before we rolled into the
camp site late in the afternoon.

Just when we thought we could go no further,
Mwangi spotted a trail of beaten down grass, sug
gesting the passage of some large animal not too
long before. This new incentive propelled us down
the trail with renewed vitality. After an hour of
increasing signs of buffalo in the vicinity, we
broke into a clearing to see, to our intense trepi
dation and satisfaction, fourteen buffalo grazing
calmly less than three hundred yards away. I
picked out the one I wanted: he stood approxi
mately five feet tall at the shoulder; he weighed
about three thousand pounds; his horns had a
spread of over fifty inches. He was the most beau
tiful beast I had ever seen through the telescopic
sights of my 375 mm. rifle.

We set up our camp that evening on the edge
of a plateau and bathed in the crocodile-infested
river just beneath. This was not dangerous as we
had three Africans on the bank beating drums to
keep the crocodiles away. For supper, we ate
cassava root and "bugali," a typically Congolese
dish made of cornmeal. Finally we settled down
for the night just as the lions began to roar and
the hyenas began to laugh. Amidst these and other
nocturnal sounds, we spent our first night in camp,
dreading the rigour of the next day but excited
at the possibilities which the new day would bring
forth.

While we were watching the animals, they
picked up our scent and without warning, charged
straight in our direction. I instantaneously re
called all I had ever learned, dropped to my knee,
placed a shot into the chest of my prize, and
closed my eyes. The rest of the herd veered off
to the left and disappeared, as I had been told
would happen, and the victim lay grunting less
than twenty-five yards in front of me.

Arising at 5 A.M., we had our breakfast of
bread and "chai," a national brew of tea with
various spices mixed in, in preparation for the
unpredictable day which lay ahead. At 7 A.M.,
we were walking down the riverbank with guns
over our shoulders in search of fresh buffalo spoor
to track. We trudged on for six hours in a futile
search for any animal life. At last, near midday,
we stopped for a refreshing drink from the river
and a rest in the cool shade of a gigantic baobab
tree.

Sometime in the life of every man, there is
arr-experience in which he feels like a part of
creation; a part of reality, in which he must kill
or be killed. This is a time when he cannot help
but feel God in nature and in himself.

Our strategy for the afternoon consisted of
hiking through the "muchacha," or tall elephant
grass, in hope of finding some track or hearing
some sound which might help us. Walking in grass
over our heads, which is a favorite buffalo hide
out, with visibility near zero, we were periodi
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by Steve Young

crack in the sidewalk,
moss in between,
red ants on one side,
black ones on the other,
red ants carrying bread
working together,
black ones each carrying
a piece of bread,
separately,
black ants pity reds,

ANTS

red ants glad -

by Dick Van Yperen
not like blacks
no black with red

I learned a lesson from the ants today
When I stepped and knocked their nursery away.
They didn't rebel.
Least I couldn't tell.

Why can't a black ant
crawl through the moss

Time was not wasted on a negative reaction.
They seemed to take an immediate action.
They didn't try to run.
There was work to be done.

in the crack?
Why?

No time was lost to depression,
Nor was it devoted to aggression.
No wasted emotion.
Not even commotion.
I know that it may be said
That the ants have no head,
But I will have to say,
"I learned a lesson from the ants today."
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TONE
jton Irving

In a Passage by

Another element which contributes humor is in
congruity. Historically, Wouter Van Twiller (15801656) was the Dutch governor of New Netherland from
1633 to 1637. As a governor, he held an important,
dignified position in the colonies. Importance and
dignity, however, are incongruous with the picture
Irving paints of the Dutchman. In A History of New
York, Van Twiller appears to be stupid, humorless,
irrational, indecisive, expressionless, unimaginative,
lazy, and monstrous. This contrast between the dig
nified position and the undignified person who fills it
results in a humorous gap filled by laughter.

The humorous tone of Washington Irving's bur
lesque, A History of New York, by Diedrich Knicker
bocker, is evident in a paragraph from the first
chapter, "Of the Renowned Wouter Van Twiller." In
this paragraph Irving reveals his attitude toward the
Dutch by skillfully employing elements of tonal inten
sity and control: imagery, sentence structure, accumu
lative evidence, incongruity, and contrast of denota
tive and connotative diction.
Irving uses many types of imagery in the para
graph under consideration. Basic to this passage, of
course, is visual imagery, for its purpose is to des
cribe "the person of this illustrious old gentleman."
Obvious examples of hyperbole are "six feet five in
ches in circumference" and cheeks "which seemed to
have taken toll of everything that went into his
mouth." Exaggeration is also employed in the extreme
description of Van Twiller's head:

A final and significant element of tone is Irving's
use of denotation and connotation. By saying one
thing and implying another, he employs verbal irony
in light satire. The discrepancy between what is said
and what is meant may be illustrated by comparisons
of complimentary description with uncomplimentary
clarification. Van Twiller is first described as an"illustrious old gentleman. . . formed and proportioned,
as though (he) had been moulded by the hands of
some cunning Dutch statuary, as a model of majesty
and grandeur." The connotative meaning of "cunning"
becomes apparent when one is told that it took "dame
Nature, with all her sex's ingenuity" to devise a
means of supporting his head of "stupendous dimen
sions." "Majesty and grandeur" are re-defined as
degrees of capaciousness. Although Irving states that
Van Twiller's pear-shaped body is "wisely ordered by
Providence," he indicates that the governor's obesity
is the result of laziness. Celebrating Van Twiller's
appropriately short legs, Irving pokes fun at them with
his veiled jibe, "sturdy in proportion to the weight
they had to sustain." Complimenting Van Twiller on

His head was a perfect sphere, and of
such stupendous dimensions, that
dame Nature, with all her six's ingen
uity, would have been puzzled to con
struct a neck capable of supporting it;
wherefore she wisely declined the at
tempt, and settled it firmly on the top
of his back bone, just between the
shoulders.
Personification is found in "dame Nature" and a
"Providence" which sees and orders. Simile is em
ployed in the comparison of Van Twiller's appearance
to that "of a beer barrel on skids," in the likening of
his eyes to "two stars of lesser magnitude in a hazy
firmament," and in the description of the coloring of
his cheeks: "like a spitzenberg apple." A noteworthy
metaphor is "His face, that infallible index of the

his "unfurrowed" face, the author informs the reader
of the governor's blank expression. Irving writes that
wrinkles "disfigure the human countenance"; he
implies that an "unfurrowed" face reveals an unem
ployed brain. Similarly, by describing Van Twiller as
"adverse to the idle labor of walking," Irving indi
cates that the governor is too lazy to do anything but
eat, sleep, and sit. The statement, "his head was a
perfect sphere," suggests he had a fat, less-thanperfect face. Eyes "like two stars of lesser magnitude
in a hazy firmament" are dim, expressionless eyes in
a meaningless physiognomical expanse. These ex
amples of Irving's use of denotative and connotative
meanings must be considered representative, for every
sentence boasts an example worthy of citation.

mind."
With its majestic, munificent verbosity, the sen
tence structure of this paragraph intensifies the hu
morous tone. A sentence representative of this struc
ture is the first of the paragraph. Furthemore, the
parallel beginnings of sentences lend rhythm and bal
ance to the paragraph. Examples of parallelism are
found in consecutive sentences: "His head. . . His
body. . . His legs. . . His face. . . and his fullfed
cheeks. ..."
This regulated style of sentence structure pre
sents another element of control: accumulative evi
dence. Starting with Van Twiller's height, Irving des
cribes the Dutchman's head, neck, body, legs, face,
eyes, and cheeks. The interesting omission of arms is
consistent with the statement that "he was a man of
sedentary habits." In describing Van Twiller's fea
tures, Irving graphically points out the consequences
of each characteristic. For instance, Van Twiller's
short legs make him appear like "a beer barrel on
skids." This figurative enlargement of evidence
heightens the humorous tone of the passage.

Using imagery, sentence structure, accumulative
evidence, incongruity, and verbal irony, Irving achieves a classical example of humorous tone. If
Irving intended A History of New York, by Diedrich
Knickerbocker, to be a parody of serious history, as
some suggest, he did not accomplish his purpose. The
tone which makes the book so successful as a bur
lesque is not sufficiently controlled for a parody. As
a burlesque of the Dutchman, however, the work is
highly successful.
Nancy Wilcox
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AN ANALYSIS OF "A VALEDICTION: FORBIDDING MOURNING"
BY JOHN DONNE
The Last Three Stanzas
If they be two, they are two so
As stiff twin compasses are two,
Thy soul the fixed foot, makes no show,
To move, but doth, if th' other do.

1
2
3
4

And though it in the center sit,
Yet when the other far doth roam,
It leans, and hearkens after it,
And grows erect, as that comes home.

5
6
7
8

Such wilt thou be to me, who must
Like th' other foot, obliquely run;
Thy firmness makes my circle just,
And makes me end, where I begun.

9
10
11
12

Effectivedictionadds strength to this lasting,
spiritual love. Words such as stiff, fixed, just,
sit, erect, and firmness emphasize the stability
of a relationship "so much refined,/That (the poet
and his lover) know not what it is." Contrasting
with the "dull sublunary lovers' love" described
in the introductory quatrains, Donne's carefully
selected words support the valediction: "Because
our love is spiritual, we must not mourn when
separated, as do those to whom physical proximi
ty is a necessity." The diction of the last three
stanzas emphasizes the stability of spiritual love,
strengthens the contrast with physical love, and
therefore augments the poet's "forbidding."

John Donne's "A Valediction: Forbidding
Mourning" is a contrast between two types of
love: love dependent upon physical proximity
and love "inter-assured of the mind." Writing
in anticipation of a temporary separation from his
wife, the poet forbids her to mourn, for to do so
would be to identify with the love "whose soul
is sense." Having illustrated the unstable, sen
sual love of others, Donne describes the "love
so much refined" which he and his lover share.
The stability of this love is communicated in the
last three stanzas of the poem through the effect
ive use of imagery, diction, meter, rhyme, and
organization of thought.
The use of imagery dominates these elements
of composition. Having celebrated the oneness of
the two separated souls, "like gold to airy thin
ness beat," Donne considers in the last three
stanzas an alternative to this absolute unity. By
entertaining the hypothesis, "If they (their two
souls) be two" (1), Donne creates a stronger im
age than the first. If the souls are two, they are
separate as the two legs of a compass are sep
arate: individual, but not autonomous; unique, but
not independent. The potential beauty of this sim
ile is developed as the woman's soul becomes the
"fixed foot" (3), stable and dependable, and as
the poet's soul "far doth roam" (6). Never moving
from their point of separation, the woman "leans"
(7) after the poet, reflecting her dependence upon
him. As he returns, the strength and guidance he
provides cause her to "(grow) erect" (8). Sep
arated, they lean toward each other, anticipating
reunion; reunited, they stand erect in the strength
their love imparts. Finally, the poet concludes,
the "firmness" (11) of his lover "makes (his)
circlejust" (11) and brings him back to the origin
of his journey. A beautiful representation of sta
ble love, Donne's image of "twin compasses" (2)
augments the theme of the poem.

Rather than contribute to the poet's descrip
tion of love through contrast, the meter, rhyme,
and thought organization in the poem are notable
for their consistency. Following the pattern of
uninterrupted iambic tetrameter, the last three
stanzas do not contain a single spondee. This
steady meter contributes subtly to the image of
a steady love. In addition to this stability of form,
the rhyme scheme is an unwavering abab. The
rhymes of the concluding stanzas are all mascu
line and strengthen the poet's solid, unvarying
emphasis. Each stanza is a complete thought in
itself: the first introduces the simile; the second
illustrates it; the third applies the image to the
love shared by the poet and his lover. This con
tinuity of thought, deliberate and consistent me
ter and rhyme, accurate word choice, and appro
priate imagery, effectively convey the stability
of spiritual love and support the poet's admoni
tion to refrain from mourning in his absence.

by Nancy Wilcox
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THE MISUNDERSTANDING
by Sharmin Drake
"Cabbages," observed Mrs. Hogan, "are
gittin' big already this year. Nice, firm heads.
Yeah, that's what you want—nice firm heads.
Oh, you know what Bonnie told me t'other day?
We was eatin' cabbage an' she jest popped up
an' said 'twas Lobster Thermidore!"

Candlelight flickered on their faces and
their clattering silver broke the silence of the
garishly extravagant dining room.
"Do you know what Janet told me just yes
terday?" questioned Mrs. King in feigned amuse
ment. "She said, 'Mother, you misconstrue every
thing I do or say.' Yes, those are her exact words.
Well, I just don't know what's gotten into her
lately, unless it's that girl she's been playing
with at school who's been putting ideas into her
head. As a matter of fact, Janet is at her house
right now, and the little girl is coming over here
tomorrow. But I don't mind, because I think they're
awfully wealthy, from the way Janet talks. At
least she's getting a little sense, now. You know,
you can't be too careful who you're seen with,
these days. And just last week, I caught her
playing with those dirty little Mexican tomato
pickers."

"Well, I'll be!" mused the faded lady.
"Whenever we don't have somethin' Bonnie
wants, she just uses her imagination, and comes
up with the most outlandish stories. The beatinest
thing is that she almost believes it!" exclaimed
Mrs. Hogan proudly.
"Are you sure she isn't a little—ah?" asked
the.faded lady as she delicately tapped her fore
head.
"No!. She jest has an imagination like I got
through tellin' you. Always wondered, though,
what'd happen if she saw genuwine nice things.
She'd never be happy with this again. Well, I'd
better put these potatoes in the—"

"Well," sighed Mrs. Beacon expansively,
"Janet has a kind heart, but she's just impulsive.
I always say-"

"--Billiard room," Bonnie was pointing out.
"And there is the library, and in here is the mas
ter bedroom. And in this closet is my mother's
dress with diamond buttons." Bonnie pulled back
a tattered curtain that covered a small alcove.
She drew out an old pink house dress with dimestore rhinestone buttons. "It belonged to aqueen,"
she confided in awe.

"Yes, I know. But from the way things look
now, she'll turn out all right. She says that the
little girl she's visiting has a large house, and
she also said something about a dress with dia
monds. Well, as I always say, it never hurts to
have connections. No, it certainly doesn't hurt.
I've come to that conclusion ever since Harv
made his money in '57.

"It's wonderful," Janet said softly.
The sun danced on Bonnie's face. "Oh, Janet,
I can't wait to come to your house!"

They welcomed the cool wind on their faces
as they walked toward Bonnie Hogan's house.
"That's it!" Bonnie announced excitedly,
as she pointed a slender finger toward a tall build
ing. "Isn't it beautiful?" Janet looked once,
followed the pointing finger, and looked again.
The house, which had once been Italian Renais
sance, now had no architectural family which
would claim it. Large and rambling, the structure
with the precarious cupola looked like a giant
head with a hat set askew upon it. A large, loud
woman peeling potatoes was talking to an under
nourished, faded lady in a tired dress with big
orange flowers as the girls entered the kitchen.

Janet's face suddenly became chalk, and her
voice was hard. "You can't come. No, you can't
come to my house ever." The remaining window
panes rattled as she slammed the door and ran
down the grassy walk.
Mrs. King and Mrs. Beacon honored their
lonely tea vigil the next night, as they had hon
ored it for twelve years.
"And the way it turned out," said Mrs. King
in excited disgust, "they were just common. Not
fit to tell the time of day. But Janet cut that friend
ship off right away. She's learning. Yes, she's
going to turn out all right."

"And for supper," Bonnie was saying,"we'll
have steak, and--" she paused dramatically,
"Baked Alaska, and--"
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AIM ANALYSIS OF "THE FATHER" BY AUGUST STRINDBERG
by Nancy Hi I cox

In his play The Father, August Strindberg is con
cerned with the battle of the sexes. Depicting this
war through the marital conflict of the Captain and
his wife, Laura, Strindberg keeps the reader in sus
pense. Skillful treatment of the main theme and sen
sitivity to the reader's reactions are evident in the
playwright's careful organization of The Father. This
organization consists of an introduction, rising action,
climax, falling action and catastrophe.

The pace of the play quickens in the third and
final stage of rising action as the conflict continues
to mount to the climax. In another discussion with
the Doctor at the beginning of the second act, Laura
wins him to her side of the battle by suggesting her
husband's insanity. Later, speaking to the Doctor,
the Captain argues that experience with women teach
es the moral, "Just don't have too much faith." This
conviction and Laura's sinister manipulations to ob
tain legal possession of Bertha come to a head in the
last scene of Act Two. Admitting that a battle exists
between them, Laura and the Captain clarify the is
sues. In Laura's opinion, the battle is for power. She
asks, "What has all this life and death battle been
about but power?" The Captain, on the other hand, is
fighting for his soul. In reply to his wife's question
he answers, "For me, the child was the after-life,
since I don't believe in a life to come. She was my
view of immortality— it's probably the only one that
has any correspondence with reality. Take it away,
and you cut my life short." Feeling no love for her
husband, but convinced that "love between the sexes
is a battle," Laura perseveres in her fight to secure
Bertha. Revealing her use of a forged confession of
insanity to put her husband under a guardian, Laura
drives her husband to throw a lighted lamp at her.

The introduction of the play gives the setting
and tone of the action to come, introduces the main
character, and supplies the reader with background
necessary to an understanding of the play. All the
action of the play is set in "a sitting room in the
home of the Captain, an officer in the cavalry." In
the opening exchange between Nojd and the Captain,
the motivating issue of the imminent war is introduced.
In a case of undetermined paternity of an illegitimate
child, Nojd maintains that one cannot know who is
his father or who is his child. This uncertainty so
licits the reader's identification with the prefatory
conflict. Furthermore, the Captain's outspoken reaction
to the suggested enigma provides the reader's first
glimpse of the Captain's personality. Following Nojd's
dismissal, the dialogue between the Captain and his
brother-in-law is a transition from Nojd's representa
tive case to the central conflict of the play.

This climactic action is the turning point inthe
play. Up to this point, the reader cherishes the hope
that somehow the Captain will triumph over his wife.
Deserted by the Pastor and the Doctor and discouraged
by even Bertha, the Captain is the victim of events
leading to his inevitable defeat. From this point on,
the action begins to fall in anticipation of the con
cluding catastrophe.

This conflict is developed in the rising action
of the first two acts. Progressing in successive stages,
the conflict between Laura and the Captain leads to
an inevitable climax. First in these stages is the cou
ple's argument regarding who is to handle bills and
Bertha's education. This argument reveals that the
"exciting force" of the play is Laura's attempt to
instill doubt in the Captain's mind regarding his re
lation to Bertha. Laura reasons that if her husband is
not Bertha's father, she would have the authority to
exercise her will in the child's education. After the
revelation of such a selfish motivation, the reader

In the final act of "The Father," the falling action
stresses the activity of the forces opposing the Cap
tain, maintains a little suspense, and leads logically
to disaster. The reader is dismayed at the plot to se
cure the Captain in a strait jacket, and hopes irration
ally that somehow he will escape. As the Pastor, the
Doctor, the Nurse, Nojd, and even Bertha conspire to
varying degrees against him, the Captain rails against
all women as the curse of all men. Tricked by his
nurse, surrounded by women, and faced with no future
because he has no child, the defeated warrior suc
cumbs to a stroke. Victorious in her fight for power,
Laura concludes the play with her triumphant cry, "My
child, my own child!"

mistrusts Laura and fears that she has sinister in
tentions. This fear heightens the suspense which
mounts throughout the play.
A second stage in the rising action occurs in
the following scenes. In Laura's dialogue with the
Doctor, her deceitfulness and evil insinuations con
firm the reader's suspicions. The momentary hope that
the Doctor may come to the aid of the Captain is
crushed by the Captain's conclusion, "a net's being
woven around me, and that doctor—he's not my friend!"
The Captain's ensuing confrontations with Bertha and
Laura leave no doubt in one's mind that Laura is "a
superior enemy." Concluding the first act, the Nurse
anticipates the climax by crying "Lord deliver us,
what's coming now?" and again, "Jesus help us,
what's it all coming to?"

This catastrophic stroke and unjust victory are
the inevitable results of the well-structured play.
In his use of an introduction, rising action, climax,
falling action, and catastrophe, Strindberg success
fully keeps the reader in suspense and masterfully
handles the theme of the battle between the sexes.
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AIM ANALYSIS OF

SE STYLE

Crane

Wi/cox

A seat in this boat was not unlike

The leaf of this tree was not unlike

a seat upon a bucking broncho, and,

a robin with a blushing breast, and,

by the same token, a broncho is not

by the same token, a bird is not

much smaller. The craft pranced and

much larger. The leaf grew and

reared and plunged like an animal.

aged and colored like a bird.

As each wave came, and as she rose

As winter approached, and as autumn passed

for it, she seemed like a horse

before it, the leaf seemed like a bird

making at a fence outrageously high.

tugging at a string ever unyielding.

The manner of her scramble over

The manner of its escape from

these walls of water is a mystic

this fetter of nature is a mystic

thing, and, moreover, at the top

thing, and, moreover, at the end

of them were ordinarily these

of autumn were ordinarily these

problems in white water, the foam

problems in unfriendly air, the wind

racing down from the summit

pulling at unexpected moments

of each wave, requiring a new leap,

on the stem, begging the final leap,

and a leap from the air. Then,

and a leap from the tree. Then,

after scornfully bumping a crest,

after scornfully disdaining temptation,

she would slide and race and splash

the leaf would shudder and leap and fly

down a long incline, and arrive

without the willing wind, and land

bobbing and nodding in front

gliding and sliding at the foot

of the next menace.

of the tree.
by Nancy Wilcox

—

THE JOLLY
Brydon on this night is the only thing hindering
his discovery of his other self. Yet Brydon, be
cause of pride, refuses to open that door and to
find what he could have been. He is obsessed
with egoism and refuses to give in to the force
of his alter ego. ". . . he crossed straight to the
door. He wouldn't touch it--it seemed now that he
might if he would; he would only just wait there
a little, to show, to prove, that he wouldn't."

In "The Jolly Corner" James presents a
conflict common to human nature: the dichotomy
between a person's real self and what he wishes
he were. Upon first becoming aware of this con
flict, one can either refuse to recognize its ex
istence or can seek to resolve it. "The Jolly
Corner" is James' interpretation of one man's
search for resolution of this struggle as he per
ceives it in his life. The central idea in "The
Jolly Corner" is that dissatisfaction and obses
sion with one's self result in a search for the
alter ego, which cannot be discovered without
one's facing himself as he really is at the present
time; James believes that one cannot come to
this realization without love for and acceptance
of the real self from an outsider.

After coming so close to a confrontation with
himself, Brydon wants to escape directly to the
street, which is a symbol of the present. He is
now afraid of the past and wants to flee from it
into the present. The only means of exit, however,
is the front door at the bottom of three flights of
stairs. The monstrous personage whom Brydon
meets at that door, symbolic of his real self, is
so repulsive to him that he collapses. James be
lieves that a man cannot explore his past and
his consciousness without facing himself as he
really is.

Through the character of Spencer Brydon,
James shows that life is meaningless and frus
trating for one who lives in the past. Upon his
return to America after several years abroad,
Brydon seeks the friendship of Miss Alice Staverton because of ". . . their common, their quite
faraway and antediluvian social period and order"
The two houses which Brydon owns are symbols
of the conflict between the pleasure he finds in
his past and the exigency of living in the present.
He lives materially on the income from the sky
scraper, symbolic of the present. He is alive in
spirit, however, only when he is in the house on
the jolly corner, which represents his past life.

When Brydon awakes, he is pillowed on Alice's
lap. His loss of consciousness is a spiritual death
and renunciation of his selfishness; it is Alice's
unqualified love for Brydon that brings him back
to life. Just as Alice must help him rise to his
feet. Brydon needs another's love to accept him
self as he finds he is in reality. Only when Bry
don believes that the black stranger is himself
does he finally lose his selfishness and find his
alter ego. In Alice's words, "And he (the black
stranger) isn't-no, he isn't you! . . ." The end of
his selfishness is apparent in his embrace of Alice.
James' point is that love and mercy are necessary
for a person to come to self-realization and selfacceptance, to give up his selfishness, and to
orient his life around a center other than himself.

He projected himself all day, in thought,
straight over the bristling line of hard
unconscious heads and into the other,
the real, the waiting life, the life that,
as soon as he had heard behind him the
click of his great house-door, began for
him, on the jolly comer. . . .

Brydon's reversion to the past is indicative
of his dissatisfaction with himself as he is. He
has led, in his own words, "... a selfish frivo
lous scandalous life". It is Alice's suggestion
that Brydon would have been great if he had stayed
in America that prompts him to spend nights in
his childhood home, searching for the self he
could have been, his alter ego. James believes
that a man must explore his past and his con
sciousness with the motivation of an encouraging
agent in order to find his alter ego.

James' idea of discovery of a new life through
self-realization and death to self-obsession is
worthy of universal application. According to James ,
however, this new love is dependent upon human
love and acceptance. What happens to Brydon if
Alice, who is only a fallible and finite woman,
ceases to love him or finds later that she can only
love the favorable aspects of his entire person?
James' implications in "The Jolly Corner" point
toward, but miss, the source of true life and free
dom from self. This source is the infinite and
changeless love of a Creator, manifested in His
offering of His Son. Divine love and mercy effect
more permanent and deeper changes in one's life
than any human love ever can.
by Cindi Hockett

James also says, however, that unless the
seeker is willing to surrender his selfishness,
he cannot find his alter ego. After spending sev
eral nights in the house, Brydon becomes aware
of the presence of his alter ego and knows it is
following him. The closed door which confronts
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JOE PARADISE AND BABBITT

In Babbitt, a novel by Sinclair Lewis

A fourth clash between Babbitt's idealism and
Joe's practicality is humorous, but ineffective against
Babbitt's preconception of Joe. Trying to glean a little
wisdom from his sagacious guide. Babbitt inquires,
" 'What's the name of that little red flower?' "
Joe's choice reactions and reply merit more than
paraphrasing.
Rubbing his back, Joe regarded the
flower resentfully. "Well, some folks
call it one thing and some calls it
another. I always just call it Pink
Flower."

In his novel Babbitt, Sinclair Lewis uses Joe
Paradise as a foil to the title character. More different
than similar, Joe and Babbitt represent the pragmatist
and the romaticist. This contrast is evident in clashes
between Babbitt's idealistic expectations and Joe's
down-to-earth practicality.
The first significant evidence of this contrast is
Babbitt's reception during his second vacation at
Lake Sunasquam. Mistakenly visualizing the guide's
shack and friends as "his real home, his real friends,
long missed," Babbitt is greeted by a cool grunt of re
cognition and by ensuing silence. Undaunted, Babbitt
rationalizes Joe's unexpected behavior: " 'He's one
of these woodsmen; too wise to go yelping and talking
your arm off like a city man. But get him back in the
mountains, out on the trail--! That's real living! ' "

Even this beautiful example, of situational irony fails
to tarnish permanently Babbitt's golden "admiration
of the woodsman."
In spite of Babbitt's persistent romanticism .how
ever, disillusionment eventually overcomes the ideal
ist. Interestingly, this disillusionment results from a
similarity Babbitt perceives between Joe and himself.
Babbitt asks Joe what he would do if he " 'had a lot
of money,' " and offers two romantic suggestions:
remain "king of guides" or be a hermit. At this ques
tion, Joe brightens "for the first time," and delivers
the death blow to Babbitt's idealism. Replying that he
would " 'go down to Tinker's Falls and open a swell
shoe store,' " Joe reveals himself to be "a man of
like passions" with Babbitt. At last Babbitt realizes
that Joe Paradise does not symbolize his last name,
but is just a common Joe. This realization leaves
Babbitt "lonelier than he had ever been in his life,"
and marks the beginning of his return to Zenith.

This idealistic exuberance results in Babbitt's
suggestion that he and Joe " '(hit) the trail, and
(get) away from. . . darn soft summerites and. . .
women and all.' " Although Joe's unenthusiastic
" 'All right' " is in sharp contrast with Babbitt's
image of a "he-man," Babbitt remains oblivious of a
departure from his ideal. Attempting to soften the rig
orous hike Babbitt proposes, Joe is confronted by the
stubborn irrationality of his patron. Irritated only mo
mentarily by Joe's proposed amendments of a shorter
hike or a boat ride, Babbitt is still insensitive to the
error of his romantic concepts of Joe and himself.
Bouncing back to another idealistic expectation.
Babbitt pictures Joe "warming up and telling the most
entertaining stories." Instead of blossoming into an
amateur comedian and storyteller, however, Joe re
signs himself to pant and plod behind his noble
leader. Disappointed once more, Babbitt again man
ages to retain his romantic idealism by "(rejoicing)
in sweat."

Contrasting with Babbitt's romantic idealism,
Joe's pragmatism provides a background for Babbitt's
personality. Babbitt's reactions to the clearly defined
differences and to the unexpected similarity contribute
humor to the novel and add dimension to Babbitt's
personal ity.

Nancy Wilcox
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MOONBEAMS
by Robert Whitehead
Gliding astride the horizon's far line
A pale silver orb spills a soft pool
Of pure chiseled beams; linen fine,
Eternally silent, and chillingly cool,
They flow smoothly, mellow and bright,
Over the waves of the slumbering seaGleaming jewels against the dark night,
As lovely and fragile as they can be.
The waves gently twist this lengthy lance
Of bright, brittle, brilliant radiance,
As they softly sway and gracefully dance
To the endless rhythm and whispering tune
Of a wind which sings to the lonely moon.
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ARLINGTON DEEP IN WINTER
by Robert Whitehead
I have seen Arl'ington deep in winter
When a shadow of snow
Caressed the cross-thatched hills
And melted into a faceless sky.

I have seen Arlington deep in winter
When the only sound alive
Was born of rhythmic clipping boot
Which raped the solemn silence.

I have seen Arlington deep in winter
And have questioned all I saw,
For the face of death often shakes
Faith-wrought thoughts of immortality.

o
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ESSAYS AND POEMS

OF THE NEO-CLASSICAL AGE

IN THE SATIRICAL STYLE

Nam et clamant ubique et omnia
lev at a,
ut
ipsi vocant manu
emugiunt, multo discursu, anhelitu, iactatione gestus, motu
capitis furentes.
Quintilian

which sometimes cause the audience to query
whether the expostulator is having an epileptic
seizure. Whileadmittedly it is true that the speak
er by such an exhibition achieves his purpose
of raising fear in his hearers, the congregation's
anxious concern is not so much for their own
degenerate spiritual state, but rather alarm over
the minister's physical health and the possible
injury he might incur upon himself. For my own
part, when I see a preacher slip into such an
intense emotional frenzy, I am apt to look upon
him rather as an unfortunate lunatic than a mes
senger from a kind and loving God.

From my own apartment, Feb. 22
Quintilian has observed that ordinary speak
ers endeavor to raise fear and allegiance in their
audience not by proper sentiments and expres
sions, but by show and affectation. There is some
thing of this kind very ridiculous in the American
church. When the preacher has a mind to terrify
us, he thunders; when he would make us feel
pity, he cries.

Another artifice that is regularly employed
by those members of the clergy who feel that
they must assist God by trying to augment the
already sufficient power of His Holy Scripture
is the use of great variation in vocal volume.
This technique commonly occurs when the mini
ster is relating an illustration to prove a point
in his discourse, and he makes sure all the while
that his voice steadily decreases in intensity
until, at the end of the story, he is practically

One practice that is not uncommon among
these workers upon emotion is waving their arms
wildly and abruptly through the air, striking their
fist into the palm of their other hand, and punctu
ating their remarks by heatedly delivering blows
to the speaker's stand, movements which sup
posedly are executed to emphasize a point, but
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eyes bathed and refreshed by their own tears - I
cannot but wonder how many visitors leave our
midst with the mistaken notion that our minister
is suffering from acute hay fever.
Certainly
preachers can use some degree of emotional
restraint as they deliver their sermons. One would
believe that we think a great spiritual leader
and a cry-baby the same thing.

whispering. Then with a sudden vehemence he
shouts the principle to be learned from this il
lustration, apparently fearing that the audience
falls so far below his great level of intelligence
that they are incapable of recognizing the lesson
by themselves. In such instances |l often amusing
ly wonder about what a shocking surprise must
inevitably come to those individuals in the audi
ence who have just previously turned their hearing
aids all the way up so as to better hear the end
of the story.

In short, I would have our conceptions raised
by the dignity of thought and sublimity of expres
sion rather than by emotional artifice and physi
cal affectation.
C.

There are other dubious techniques used
by the more common ministers to allegedly in
crease the power and persuasiveness of their
communication. One such example is that of the
speaker's rising up on his toes, an action that
is performed to clothe his message with majesty
and might. However, if this action is executed
in too rapid succession, the unfortunate effect
is that of a man bouncing on a trampoline.

THE INSTITUTIO ORATORIA OF QUI NT I LI AN
II. 12: "For they shout on all and every occasion
and bellow their every utterance 'with uplifted
hand,' to use their own phrase, dashing this way
and that, panting, gesticulating wildly and wag
ging their heads with ah the frenzy of a lunatic."
(Butler)

Another example is the preacher's seemingly
reverent extension of his arms to form a cross,
a preposterous attempt to portray all the physical
agony and mental anguish of our Lord and Savior
as he died in unfathomable love. I do not know
how others are affected by this rudimentary de
piction, but I must confess my eyes are wholly
taken upwith the ridiculous notion that the speak
er is about to engage in some form of calisthenics.

by Curtis Hawker

One practice which must be especially dis
concerting to those most immediately involved
is the minister's habit of pointing his finger at
people in the congregation. I have frequently
noticed the reaction of those unfortunate victims
upon whom the minister's finger is trained. Squirm
ing in his seat, the person obviously feels as if
he were on trial; and if the demonic preacher
moves closer to him in any way, such as by strid
ing to the right or left of the lectern or by step
ping in front of it, the person's eyes widen with
fear. Up until the present time, I myself have
somehow eluded such direct confrontation, al
though there have been numerous narrow escapes.
I am almost reluctant to attend services for fear
that I will be the next target of religious attack.
But to my thinking, the affectation most re
pugnant is the minister's prpfuse weeping and
the ostentatious use of his handkerchief through
out most of his discourse. Although certain sen
sitive members probably receive a blessing from
this emotional display - chiefly in having their
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(after Pope)

RITES OF MORIM

(borrowings from Rape of
the Lock indicated by
parentheses.)

What well-seen effects careful preparation brings,
What mighty heroes are lost for trivial things,
I sing—This verse to Anna, Muse! is due:
This tale of arms shall be honest and true.
Say what strange ceremony, Goddess, could cause
Such grand transformation of woman's vain flaws.
"Oh say what strange cause, yet unexplored,"
Could belie her true image; make her adored.
"Sol through white curtains shot a tim'rous ray,
10—

And op'd those eyes that must eclipse the day."
Unnatural, a buzz broke the still of the morn,
'Ti I silenced by a languid drift of the arm.
Fair Louisa still to her soft pillow prest,
For her tresses a'rolled had denied her sweet rest.
From repose to recline a slow transfer was wrought.
As Louisa recalled the rites she was taught.
"Thence, by a soft transition" she rose to her task;
Of her strange night apparel thou durst not ask.
Feminine rites at morn are a marv'lous thing,

20— Not to be fathomed by shepherd or king.
To the porcelain the nymph glid with queenly mien;
Pride leapt to her visage, sign'ling feminine scheme.
At touch, her command, the glossy fluid flowed;
'Twas ceremonial ablutions on herself she bestowed.
Fairy sprites with great glee sprang to her aid.
Added guile to the deceit of the contriving maid.
With gentle touch and dewy film they caressed;
Each feature now hides sleep's impressions unguessed.
"A heavenly image in the glass appears,
30— To that she bends, to that her eyes she rears;
The priestess, praised, looks to the altar's side.
And confidently begins the sacred rites of Pride."
Louisa gloried at her weapons lying arrayed;
Nought but a traitor to manhood was rich from them made!
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Sprites through her hair flew, cylinders fell from her tresses;
What strange weapons they be! unknown to men's guesses.
Ethereal spirits flit again the silken stream.
Bequeathing taunt of laugh to curls' golden gleam.
Lo! what strange magic now wrought? for gold mount arises.
40— Billowing forth o'er head; no halo, she evil devises!
From a wondrous wee drum exotic mist was expelled.
Lit on her hair; six slow sprites, too, it felled.
Her mountain subdued by the cunning of sprites;
This damsel now robes for the rest of her rites.
"First, clad in white, the nymph intent adores,
With hair now arranged, the cosmetic pow'rs."
Each vial, its treacherous contents displayed,
In mystic and awe-full order was laid.
Such curious and unthought devices there be,
50- Made fatal to mortals by those such as she.
At front for use were wondrous creams placed;
Marv'loustheir pow'rs, pales with glows they replaced.
Silken dusts in soft hues after that lay first,
Providing concealment for the complexion she nursed,
A wand lay next; eyes it charmed with a trance.
Which would render mere man helpless at price of one glance.
Ally to the wand, in working wiles with the eyes,
Lay pencils and powders; lum'nous effects were their prize.
Pipettes of bright pigment, chief ars'nel of lips,
60—

Paint a coy smile frail man shan't resist.
Each in its turn to be applied in its place.
Had pow'rs by which it could Nature's faults erase.
"Now Louisa draws on all her arms;
More fair each moment appear her charms,
Repairing her smiles, awak'ning er'ry grace.
And! calls forth all the wonders of her face."
A final devastating fragrance her adorns;
Thus, the treach'rous Louisa's rites practiced many morn.
Dost thou, mortal man, dare jest at woman's game?
Fool! thou wert safe e'er such weapons came!
by Joan Alexander
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AIM ESSAY ON OPERA

by Sheila Solomon
In ancient times ere Nimrod did commence
One language common to all men made sense;
Since Nimrod sought a tower to compound
The Lord their common tongue did soon confound.
So now we suffer under Babel's curse
As our learned foreign grammars grow far worse;
The sentence orders to us do seem strange.
And difficult we find it is to change:
Our simple English syntax we must bend.
Reserving German verbs until the end;
In Spanish, nouns are those which we first write
And then with countless adjectives bedight.
So that we may our language teacher please.
Before the "I's" we drop Italian "g's."
We strive to make the nasal French just so
And drill upon the Portuguese "h - o."
Though zealously all these we cultivate
And drill upon the grammars Latinate,
We fail to grasp the opera Italianate.
Through each great work of art we've sat in awe
Due not to what we heard but what we saw:
Mephisto's dev'lish magic causes tricks
Which entertain our minds from two till six;
We tax our nerves and ears but not our brains
As thund'ring from the stage come Wagner's strains.
Beethoven adhered not to Wagner's creed
Although he did in symphonies succeed;
He answered Fate's loud hamm'ring at the door
And bowed beneath his failure with Leonore.
To operatic fame deaf Ludwig did not wend
Since to compose, one first must comprehend.
Tchaikowsky wrote an opera in Moscow,
Inspired, inflamed by Desiree Artot.
When jilted, Pytor was left in dismay;
He burned the opera writ for Desiree
And learned the truth: "La Dona Mobile."
E'en opera served to further court intrigue
Appearing after the gavotte and gigue:
Tricked Almaviva meets his disguised wife.
Ends Figaro's impassioned, jealous strife.
And, chastised, turns to moral, monogamous life;
So opera satirized King Louis' court
Where govern'ring was a chore and sin a sport.
E'en Waverley's bard to opera lent a plot
So overworked that it was soon forgot;
And yet an opera lover can't ignore
The tragedy, Lucia di Lammermoor:
Lucia self-inflicts her widowhood
And for her, loved Edgardo spills his blood.
Yet, all the import of the scene is lost
By one sextet among the singers tossed;
Their counterpoints we cannot comprehend
Until Edgardo's life comes to an end.
But still we seem absorbed all the while
And shed the large tears of a crocodile;
We do not bare our ignorance to the throng
But weep throughout sad "Ariana's Song."
Though Orpheus transverse dark Acheron's way.
No brighter light prevails upon the day.
Though opera may suit artistic taste
To most it is disastrous tragic waste
To discipline the body, mind, and will
To seem engrossed while comprehending nil.
To opera lovers I apologize.
But I must write what I now realize.
One word to those who now would vent their spleen:
"Guiseppe Verdi" merely means "Joe Green."
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HONEST CRITICISM
by Nancy Wi/cox

0 Muse who gave to humans intellect,

Of poetry who aim a pointed pen

Why did you some endow and some neglect?

At their superiors, not to reveal

Or, more in keeping with my present plight.

The faults they've found but rather to unreel

Why gave you Pope the aptitude to write?

A list of trumped-up charges meant to raise

Your sister Muse who gave to men good taste

Themselves, debase their betters, and win praise

Is just as much at fault, for now I'm faced

Thereby,—in this tradition, as I said,

With trying to compose heroic verse.

I wish to state that Pope could never write

Although my pen could use a stoic nurse.

A neoclassic line that wasn't trite.

If this your sister had not touched the one

His rhymes are poor, his criticism weak,

Whose fault it is this poem has been done,

His lines are jumbled grammar, and I speak

Then Pope and I would not have been compared,

Upon the best authority—my own.

And my poor efforts would have better fared.

For just the sake of rhyme and a dry bone

But such injustice having been committed,

He'll rudely interrupt his train of thought,

I must write on, no matter how dimwitted.

Or grammar he'll arrange as he not ought.

(Ah! Once again I'm struck with how unfair

But I am not the chattel of such rules.

It is to challenge one beyond compare!)

For I consider rhyme and line my tools.

Although within my heart I know that Pope

I make them say whatever I decide,

Is far superior to what I hope

And never for the beat my meaning hide.

To write, I must pretend that even he
By now my reader ought to be agreed

Is not as great a poet as should be

That I've the better literary creed.

The challenger to be compared with me.

Too bad for Pope that fun at him I poke,
In the tradition, therefore, of the men

But luckily for him this work's a joke.
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No. 1
(In the manner of Steele)

TEMPUS FUGIT

Friday, May 30, 1969

by Ar/ene Kovalska
There are among the students on this campus
As I meditated at my desk, musing over the
memory of friends long gone, my thoughts centered
those who can enjoy no relish of their being ex
upon an old friend, Dick Steele, who has been
cept the world is made acquainted with all that
gone from among us these two hundred and forty
relates to them, and think everything lost that
years. I remember well the time when I first be
passes undetected; but others find a solid delight
came acquainted with this remarkable gentleman;
in stealing off the campus and modeling their
it was in a senior English class where I was first
life after such manner as is as much above ap
charmed by his most agreeable personality and
probation as the practice of the worldly. Life on
composition, and I have been fortunate enough
the campus being too short to give instances
to renew our acquaintanceship from time to time
great enough of true friendship or goodwill, some
during my academic career. Hence, as I pen these
sages have thought it pious to preserve a certain
lines, I cannot but acknowledge the profound in
reverence for those of their friends who have
fluence which dear Mr. Steele has exerted upon
passed through these portals never to return, and
me; nor can I deny that he was instrumental in
have withdrawn themselves from the activities
prescribing that style which I now affect in poor
of this university at certain times to commemorate
imitation of him. In such a humor as these recol
in their own thoughts such of their acquaintances
lections of my good friend and mentor have thrown
who have gone before them out of this life, and
me, I can better indulge myself in the softness of
indeed, when we are quite advanced in our ca
reer here, there is not a more pleasing entertain
humanity, and enjoy that sweet anxiety which
ment on the campus than to recollect in a gloomy
arises from the memory of these sad losses.
We that have resided at this institution of
moment the many we have parted with that have
higher learning for close to the duration of our
been dear and agreeable to us, and to cast a mel
college careers are better able to remember things
ancholy thought or two after those with whom,
which befell us in our distant underclassmen days
perhaps, we have indulged ourselves in whole
than the passages of later years. For this reason
nights of mirth and jollity. With such inclinations
it is that the companions of my strong and vigor
in my heart, I retired to my chamber yesterday
ous freshman days present themselves more im
in the afternoon, and resolved to be sorrowful;
mediately to me in this office of sorrow. Untimely
upon which occasion I could not but disdain my
and unhappy departures are what we are most apt
self for the fact that though the reasons which I
to lament; thus we groan under our work load and
had to lament the loss of many of my friends re
bewail those who are relieved from it. Every ob
main as forcible as at the moment of their depar
ject that returns to our imagination raises differ
ture, yet my heart did not swell within me with
ent passions according to the circumstance of
the same sorrow which I felt at the time of their
their departure. Here (were I able to better ex
going; but I could, without tears, reflect upon
press my sense of loss) I should record the sweet
many pleasant experiences I have shared with
ness, kindness, and untimely departure of the
some who have been absent from the scene these
first friend and confidant I made when I first
several years. Though it is by the benefit of na
entered the portals of this institution. Alas! that
ture that lenght of time thus blots out the vio
she should have preferred a home economics ma
lence of afflictions, yet with temperaments too
jor to that of education. Sad parting! A large train
much given to worldly pleasure, it is almost nec
of
disasters were coming on to my memory, when
essary to revive the old places of grief in our
my roommate entered the chamber and announced
memory, and reflect step by step on the past,
that a group of my friends was awaiting without
to lead the mind into that sobriety of thought
to escort me to a popcorn party being held in
which poises the heart betwixt desire and de
another apartment, and I joined them. We are so
spair and causes it to beat with a measured rhy
intimate that we can be company in whatever
thm. "Such," thought I, "shall be my method this
state
of mind we meet and can entertain each
afternoon; and, since it is the day of the year
other,
expecting always to rejoice. The popcorn
which I dedicate to the memory of such as have
we
found
to be generously buttered and adequately
already passed from this university's life and
seasoned,
and it revived the spirits. We commend
scene, an hour or two shall be sacred to sorrow
ed
it
till
one of the clock in the morning, and
and their memory, while I run over in memory all
having
today
met for luncheon, though we were
the melancholy passings which I have experienced
rather tired as a result of the previous evening,
as member of this institution."
we found that we had much more reason to recol
lect than forget what had passed the night before.
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MAC STUDENT

Or, a Satire upon the True-Blue A'on-Original Thinker
All temporal things are subject to decay.
When knowledge beckons, scholars must obey:
This Student found, who like the Ancients old,
Desired wisdom that the sages told:
In facts and figures, owned without dispute,
Thro' all the halls of Taylor absolute.
The dean of Taylor, looking o'er his file.
Found Student's record without parallel,
Cry'd, "'Tis resolv'd; for record pleads that he
Should onely rule, who never had a B:
S-- alone, of all the rest, is he
Who's earned All A's to gain th' ascendency!"
He's dedicated all t' enrich his mind,
On Aristotle and Plato has he dined.
The rest to some free-thinking make pretense,
But S— n'er deviates from the Ancient's sense.
Some new ideas others may debate,
But S— accepts whate'er the Masters state.
Originality may not lead to 4 on a test,
Besides, repeating experts' views sounds best.
Now Dean's List had publisht the renown
Of S-'s grades thro' campus and the town.
Summoned by post, the friends and parents meet.
From near and far for th' graduation fete.
They came to hear the graduation address,
Delivered by S— in all his studiousness.
No Persian carpet spread th' grassy way;
But 'long the way neglected chances lay;
For living and experiencing is gone the day.
So S— proceeds down th' aisle to the applause
Which superior learning from the audience draws.
His eyes two squints, instead of crows' feet, grace.
And seriousness play'd 'round about his face.
As sages were from th' common horde removed,
True to their order, by ignorance reproved.
So S— swore, nor should his vow be vain.
That he 'till death true studiousness would maintain.
And in his scholar's right, and wisdom's defense.
Ne'er to have peace from wit, nor battle with sense.
Revere the Ancient and give th' new no place,
Content t' accept the Old in th" Age of Space.
Th' Ancients looked with approbation down.
On him to whom was giv'n the scholar's gown.
The mantle fell to the young scholar's part,
Who was content t' accept the Ancient's art.
Without the faintest question in his heart.
by Arlene Kovalska

